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In Our 90th Year

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, May 28, 1969
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COUNTY VOTERS REJECT SCHOOL TAX. LASSITER UNSEATED
'BY LOANS; MILLER, BLALOCK STEELE, HARRIS ARE ELECTED
Control Of Sales Tax Issue
,Appears To Be A Toss Up

Flora, Hale Magistrates;
Overbey Named City Judge

November in the neavily DemoSy LIVINGSTON TAY‘OR
Calloway County voters turn- B. West, P. Alfred Lindsey,
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) — cratic district.
ed out strong yesterday to cast Prentice L Lassiter, and PresOf the eight Democratic seaControl of the 1970 state Sentheir ballots for their favorite ton Ordway, were re-elected
ate on the sales tax issue ap- (Continued on Page Eight)
candidates in the May Primary. and A. B. Crass and Rex Alexpeared very much of a tossup
• County Voters rejected the ander were named to fill out
today following the defeat of
school tax for the improvement the six man Ward A positions.
two Democrats backed by ReIn Ward B James Rudy Allof county elementary schools
publican Gov. Louie B. Nunn's
and a merger with the city britten, Roy C. Starks, and Riadministration.
school system by a vote of about chard Tuck, were re-elected as
Mack Walters of Shelbyville,
two to one.
City Councilmen. Elected to fill
whom Nunn supported in the
Veteran Representative Char- out the six man Ward B
30th District Democratic prilie Lassiter, although winning ions were Howard Keenen, Mrs.
mary, was an apparent loser to
in Trigg County lost the race C. C. Lowery, and Mrs. Opal
Robert H. Hardy of Frankfort,
to Guy Loving.
Smith. C. W. Jones failed to be
the 1968 Democratic state camSuccessful candidates in the re-elected to his post. Other lospaign chairman. Nomination
county were Robert_0. Miller
candidates in the rawere
heirert_ 0- Minas-.
—.Mervin Harris
Four perems were injured in
Clyde Steels
-Jamie
means electron bemuse there is
for County Midge; Clynr Stee e Margie Armbruster, and Paul
County
Judge
County Court Clerk
a two car accident Tuesday at
Sheriff
Circuit Court Clerk
no GOP candidate.
for County Sheriff; James H. R Heise.
State Sen. J. D. Buckman, Dt 9:25 p. m. at the intersection of
Blalock for a third term as CirTabulation on Page Two)
Streets,
ac12th
and
Cheatout
Shepherdsville, was soundly decuit Court Clerk; Marvin Harris (See
•Jested by William R. Gentry cording to the report filed by
Clerk;
Don
Court
for County
Sid Easley was unopposed for
Jr., 40, Bardstown city attorney, the investigating officers of the
Overbey as City Judge.
(Continued on Page Eight')
11,296 to 6,651 in the 4th Dia- Murray Police Department.
Wayne Flora is the Magistrate
Injured were Bill Bruce M- trict Democratic primary. GenThe Murray Lions Club met
of District One and Lennis C.
ine,
Mrs.
Paye
Elkins,
and
their
try is expected to win easily in
in regular session last night at
Hale is the Magistrate for DisLien mouths old tubby girl.
-the Murray Woman's Clu
Word has been imeived of trict Three. K. B. McCuiston- -12tXter Mite -Ofilt
-11111d VAR
House and heard Dr. C. C. Lowthe death of Mrs. Nora Young- unopposed for District Two an
Barbara Warren ILatbmer01
Only two of the 'Siagisterial
ry speak on the reasons for beblood Chambers who died Tues- Martin Young was unopposed
contested
1705 Miller Avenue.
were
District
races
longing to a civic club and the
day at six p.m. in the Cottage for District Four.
Mrs. Elkins had contusions
yesterPrimary
Election
in
the
Four local area cadets wefe responsibilities it carries.
Hospital in Grosse Pointe, Mich. The Murray City Council racand abrasions, the baby had honored at the recent ROTC
The meeting honored the past day. This is the first election
She was 93 years of age and es saw one councilman defeated
contusions, and Mr. Elkins, al- President's Review. They are:
presidents of the club. Dr. LoW- for the newly formed, districts. the daughter of the late Mr. in Ward A and two new counso contusion". They were all Cadet William A. Bryant, sod ry, himself a past president
In past years, voters have
in a field of seven.
treated, x-rayed, and released, of Lt. and Mrs. John T. Bryant, said that each past president named seven magistrates to and Mrs. Jim Cox. She was the cilmen added
widow of the late Evans Young- Max A. Weaver was low man
according to the officials at the 1612 Magnolia Drive, was pre- had a year of service of which form the Calloway Court.
blood, formerly of Calloway in the seven man race. Haron Dr. James 0. Baird, president
Murray-Calloway County Boa- sented two awards at the Mur- they could be proud. He pointIn District One, Wayne Flora
of Oklahoma Christian College
pitaL Mn. Latimer was x-rayed ray State Presidential Review. ed out that no president could was the winner with 733 votes. County. She was born and rearat Oklahoma City, will be the
ed
near
Kirksey.
and rebelled atm from the
Cadet Bryant received the have a successful year without Raymon Wrather was second
baccalaureate speaker at MurSurvivors
are
one
Oen Miller was the escort of emergency mons of the hospital.
daughter,
MS I Superior Cadet Ribbon A- the cooperation of the indivickj with 507 and Alfred Eugene Mrs. Christine Wyatt of Detroit,
ray State University June I.
Miss Kay Pinkley at the MountPear mid Mies, drtving a ward from Dr. Ralph H. Woods" us) members of the club.
Duncan was third with 501 Mich.; three
He will deliver the eddies* to
sons, Dennis
ain laurel native' in which Plymouth four door, west on
Dr. Lowry said that one could votes.
Youngblood of Alger, Mich., Olthe graduating class at 3 p.m.
Mies Pinithey was named as the Chestnut, attempted to make a for his military proficiency,
precinct
Following is the
scholastic achievement, excel- prepare himself for memberin the university auditorium.
MOUDtilt111 LIM* Queen.
left turn, and collided with the lence of character and outstand- ship and leadership in civic count in the two Magistrate lie and Odie F. Youngblood of
A Tennessee native, Dr. Baird
Detroit,
Mich.
Latimer car going east on Chest- ing leadership. Bryant also re- clubs through education, learn- races.
is widely-known for his efforts
Governor L,oute B. Nunn crown- nut Street.
Funeral arrangements are inDistrict One
ceived the Gold Medal given by ing to control one's emotions
to develop educational proceded the queen, and the escorts
complete, but the body is being
Damage to the Elkins car was
ures providing for more efficof the other your ladies had on the right front feeder, hood, the major to the MS I or II ca- and through spiritual maturity.
returned to the J. H. Churchill
Past presidents of the Murient instructional programs and
the privilege of tossing Dan in- and grill, and to the Latimer det for outstanding military apFuneral Home.
more personal attention to the
to Laurel Cove Pool. Dan emerg car on the left front fender, pearance for the Brigade. May- ray Lions Club who are still
\
or Holmes Ellis made the pre- active are: Leslie R. Putnam,
individual student.
ed from the pool dripping wet hood, and grill.
R. L. Cooper, Rue Overby, W.
sentation.
He has led in the pioneering
with cigar clinched between his
Another accident occurred
Bryant is a freshman speech B. Tolley, A. H. Kopperud, Con213 22 75
of an academic program on the
teeth. He whims over to the Monday at 10:46 a. m. at ParkMurray 1
nie B. Ford, Fred Schultz Jr.,
OCC campus to stimulate a new
Governor Nunn and asks "Got er's Food Market parting lot. major.
Murray 5 .. 199 31 94
Cadet Sammy S. Knight, son M. C. Ellis and Henry Fulton.
197 218 60
interest in the American free
Faxon
a light?"
No injuries were reported.
Others are Joe Pat James,
of Mr. and Mrs. Newell Knight,
99 132 210
enterprise system and the adAlmo
Oars involved were • 1989
21 98 66
vantages of the constitutional
Second oldest comes in with a Ford four door driven by Bar- 21E S. 12th Street, was present- Robert Hendon, Dr. C. C. LowDexter .
huge Snappin Turtle. He meas- bara A. Rose, 1810 Sherri Lane, ed a Gold Medal Award by the ry, Bethel Richardson, James D.
form of government in the Un. 733 501 507
Total
ures about twelve inches across and a 1982 Ford four door wa- Reserve Officers Association of Clopton, Rob Ray, James A.
ited States.
msd has a tail out seven inch- gon driven by Mildred K. Cook the United States, Department Rogers, Vernon Anderson and
District Three
In addition to innovations onof Kentucky for his overall George Ligon. Codie Caldwell
., IOW.
Commencement exercises for
campus, Dr. Baird has helped
of Murray Route Three.
Guy Levies
to develop the American Citi112 members of the Class of
Police said Me Cook car was scholastic achievement, excel- is presently serving as presiState Representative
If there every was a carryover backing out of a parking space lence of character, and demon- dent.
1969 at Murray High School
zenship Center, a pilot plant to
/MI prehistoric times, it is the and collided with the Rose car strated leadership within the
will be held Thursday evening,
work with civic and educational
entire student body during the
Snapping Turtle. This big ras- pulling into the parting lot.
May 29, at 8 o'clock on the
leaders in the field of citizen199
242
cal has a huge head and beak
Murray 4
campus in the stadium, weather
ship education. The center ofThis makes a total of forty academic year 1968-69. The a316
52
and when he snaps out at some- traffic accident reports filed ward was presented by 0. J.
permitting.
H. Grove .
fers a unique set of services to
•
232
Hazel .......186
The Murray High Band, unthe Southwest — workshops in
by the Murray Police Depart- Jennings.
Knight is a senior political
166
70
der the direction of Phil ShelPro.
Americanism for high school
(Continued on Page Eight)
ment for the month of May.
913
551
Total
ton, will play for the processhonor students, distribution of
Others injured during the mon- science and English major.
The New Concord Element
Cadet J. D. Rayburn, Jr., son
K. B. McCuiston was unop- ional 'and recessional. A Mixed
materials on the American herth include Terry G. Cole, LarLOUISVILLE, Ky. WPD — For- itage, and Freedom Forums for
ry K. Manning, John Wilson, of Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Rayburn, ary School held its graduation posed in District Two and Mir- Ensemble directed by Mrs. John
Auditor Mary Louise community thought leaders in
Mrs. Max Norwood, Michele Sr., 1310 Olive Blvd., was pre- exercises on Thursday, May 22, tin Young was unopposed in Bowker will sing "You'll Never mer state
Foust of Shelbyville, who buck- education and industry.
with
thirty-one
members
of
will
the
Hale
sented
a
Gold
Medal
Award.
Lennis
Rodgers.
Alone"
by
Four.
Walk
District
Norwood, and Cynthia Cathay.
The award was given by the 8th grade class receiving diplo- be opposed in November by
Steve Compton, son of Mr. ed the stake Democratic hierHe earned the Ph. D. degree
Calloway County Post Number
William Fandrich on the Re- and Mrs. John Compton, will archy, won her party's nomi- at George Peabody College in
Bob Allen, principal, present publican ticket.
5838 of the Veterans of Foreign
deliver the welcome as saluta- nation for auditor today, ac- Nashville. He has also studied
cording to nearly complete unWars of the United States for ed the diplomas. Valedictory
torian of his class.
at Freed-Hardeman College,
the highest overall scholastic speeches were given by Miss
Kathy Rowlett, valedictorian, official returns of Tuesday's Rutgers University and PrinceS
Death claimed the life 01
average during, his entire col- Marsha Ernstberger and Miss
daughter of Mr and Mrs. Tom primary.
Seminary.
With 2783 of the state's 3063 ton Theological
Miss Emily Elizabeth Weer this
Rowlett, will speak to her classMembers of the Murray-Calle- lege enrollment. The award was Joyce Winchester. The salutaMiss
Foust
reporting,
precincts
tory
address
was
Miss
given
by
at
the
Murraymorning at 4:15
mates and thank all those who
way County Shrine Club and presented by Gary L. Yeull.
Calloway County Hospital.
Rayburn is a senior political Sherry Bucy.
their wired attended the Razhad a part in these school years. had garnered 107,566 votes to
Miss
Janet Newberry read the
She was 80 years of age and pahs Spring Ceremonial held science and speech major.
Superintendent Fred Schultz 99,606 for John W Greene of
her death followed an extend- Saturday in Madisonville.
Cadet Barry A. Murphy, son class will and Kim Puckett gave
has chosen the subject, "Up Sandy Hook, and 27,803 for Herbert Rowland of Meally in John
ed illness. She was born SepTight," for his address.
Lunch was served to the wo- of Mrs. Karl E. Murphy, Route the class history. Otis Lovins,
tember 19, 1888, to the late men at 11:30 a.m. followed by 1, Almo, received a Gold Medal former principal, was the featPrincipal Eli Alexander will son County.
Daniel M. and Minnie Cobbs entertainment. They were then Award given by the Loyal Or- ured speaker. Other honored Claude Miller of the Martins present the awards to the class.
Wear and was employed by her taken by bus to town at two der of Moose, Murray Lodge platform guests were Linos Chapel Road was admitted for
Bethel Richardson, chairman
aunt, Miss Zula Cobbs in the p.m. to view the Shrine Parade. 2011, for being the outstanding Spioeland, Bill Stubblefield, and observation to the Murray-Cal- of the Board of Education, will
Miss
Marilyn
Alexander,
loway County' Hospital this present the diplomas.
millinery store in Paducah for
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
The Moslem Feast was serv- member of the Ranger Com- Shelton Bowen.
Awards were given for Joyce morning after being injured in
many years.
Ernie Williams, third honor
Alexander, Coldwater Road,
ed at 6:30 p.m. followed by the pany. The Award was presented
Winchester with an average of a two car collision on South graduate, and son of Mr. and
Miss Wear was a member of Ceremonial Ball from nine p.m. by James McKinney.
Murray, was graduated with
96.62
and
Marsha
16th
Ernstberger
Street.
Murphy is a sophomore inthe First United Methodist to one am.
Mrs. Wayne Williams, will give
honors from basic training with
with
an
average of 96.52 as val- Hospital officials said Miller the invocation.
Church. She was also a member
Overnight guests at the Holi- dustrial arts major.
The Murray High School the Women's Army Corps at
edictorians, and Miss Sherry was treated for lacerations at
of the Chettie Stokes Bible day Inn Saturday and attending
Bill Pasco, fourth honor gra- Band recently elected officers Fort McClelland, Alabama, Last
Bucy with an average of 93.97 the emergency room and ad- duate, son of Lt. Col. and Mrs. for next year.
Class of the church and of the the breakfast on Sunday mornweekend.
as salutatorian.
mitted.
Arts and Crafts Club. She was ing were Major and Mrs. CharShe entered the service March
John Pasco, will give the beneThose named include: David
The
history
award
was
preOars involved in the collision diction.
a ahutin mignber of the Hannah les M. Bartlett, Mr. and Mrs.
Hill, son of Mr. and Mrs. T. C. 21 of this year and has now
sented
to
and
Joyce Winchester
at 8:52 a.m, were a 1967 Pontiac
Circle of tIfe church.
The public is cordially invit- Hill, president; Rita Harris, been transferred to Fort Sam
Wiley Trenhohn, Sgt. and Mrs.
the spelling award was receiv driven by Letricia Jan Orr of ed to this program.
lUithkad P141011 111611ralittenal
Sirrevors are two esters, Frank Gibson, Mr. and Mrs.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mar- Houston, Texas, for further traed by Marsha Ernstberger 4- 1712 Magnolia, and a 1969 Ford
'Mrs. Ronald W. Churchill, 1507 Charles M. Baker, Mr. and Mrs.
vin Harris, vice-president; Lin- ining in the medical field.
H awards were presented to four door driven by Miller.
Cardinal Drive, and Mrs. C. R. Tommy Carroll, Mr. and Mrs.
da Cochran, daughter of Mr.
Miss Alexander is a graduate
Janet
Newberry,
James
Jarrett,
The
DepartMurray
Police
Ford, 723 Sycamore Street; one Jerry Lee, Mr. and Mrs. John
Sunny and warmer today,
and Mrs. Clifton Cochran, sec- of Murray University School.
and
Kim
athletic
Puckett.
The
ment said the OR car was gobrother, Daniel M. Wear of R. Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Dick high 82 east to 92 west. Fair
retary; and Connie Lowry, Attending
the
graduation
Nashville, Tenn.; one sister-in- Denton, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Lo- and mild tonight, low 55 east awards were received by Mar- ing south on 16th Street, makdaughter of Dr.-and Mrs. C. C were her parents, her two brolaw. Mrs. Georgia B. Wear of vett, Capt. and Mrs. James Per- to 62 west. Partly cloudy and sha Ernatberger and David Bar ing a left turn, and collided
Lowry,- and Nancy Diuguid, thers, Terry and Danny Alexanrow.
J. C. McDougal or Murray daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James der, her
with the Miller car going north
Murray.
kins of Louisville, U. Col. and warm Thursday.
sister, Karen Alexanda
injured
in
was
Route
Five
an
16th
Street.
Also surviving are four niec- Mrs. Jack Persil', Messrs and
E. Diuguid, co-social chairmen. er, and her girl friend, Miss
Tuesday,
ac
on
accident
car
Klapp, Freed
es, Mrs. Martha Imes of Alms, Mesdames Nom
The following awards were Linda Southard.
cording to the-officials at the
Moffett, Don
Mrs. Minnie Lee Walker of C.otham, Willis
NOW YOU KNOW
made
at the annual band banFIVE-DAY FORECAST
HosMurray-Calloway County
Nashville, Tenn., Mrs. Nancy Robinson, Edsei Beale, Louis
FIVE CITED
quet: Most improved musician,
lactreated
for
He
was
pital.
N.
and
Winston-Salem,
Watkins,
Grimms of
Collins, Joe Dean
by United Press International
Ronny Cooper, son of,
. Mr. and
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) —
admitted
for
oberations
and
C., and Mrs. Wanda Wollen of Boone Hendrickson.
Five persons were cited by
The last surviving male mem- servation at 5:10 p.m.
Mrs. Brent Cooper; most coop.
The funeral for Mrs. Bessie
The five-day Kentucky weather
Atlanta. Ga.: one nephew, RonOthers' in the Murray group outlook, Thursday thrpugh Mon- Hawley Hudson was held Tues- ber of the "Mayflower" Comerative, Mary Matarazzb, daugh- the Murray Police Department
the
emertreated
at
Also
ald W. Churchill, Jr., of Cleve- but not staying overnight were day.
day at 2:30 p. m. at the Hazel pany which founded -the Ply- gency room of the hospital was ter of Dr. and Mrs. S. M. Mat. yesterday and last night. They
land, Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Hatcher of
Temperatures will average 2 Baptist Church with Rev. Joe mouth colony was John Alden, Wilda Coleman of Murray arazzo; and best musician, Don- were two for public drunkenFuneral arrangements are if Bowling Green, Mr. and Mrs. to 6 degrees above the normal McGeehise and Rev. B. R. Win- who died in 1687. He was reRoute One. She had abrasions na Jones,„daughter of Dr. and ness, one for disregarding stop
complete, but friends may call Charles Dennis of Owensboro, 80-85 highs and 57-85 lows
membered chiefly because of and lacerations, was x-rayed, Mrs. Don Jones.
sign, one for allowing unlicenschester officiating.
at the ,J. H. Churchill. runeral Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Dunn
Serving as pallbearers were his role in the Henry W. Long- "and released at six p m. This
Principal' Eli Alexander and ed driver to operate motorcycle,
aainfall will average less than
Home after five p.m. today and Mr. and Mrs. Troy Shep- a quarter inch
fellow poem "The,Courtship of
no ope-ator's licmainly during
was reportedly_ from. a motor- Mrs. Alexander _ were honor and one for
tWednesdar).
--(Coniteued on Page Item , the-meekest
gUests at Ski.banquet.
Sontinued on Page Eisern Miles Standish."
ense end no helmet.
Ycle accident

Four Injured
In Accident
Last Night
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Four Murray
ROTC Cadets
TAwardg

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

*** *
Lions Have Regular
Meeting Last Night Two Magistrates
Are Elected In
Tuesday Primary

Mrs.Chambers
Dies Tuesday

Baird
Speaker For
MSU Service

Graduation
Thursday At
Murray High

flQ

:ets Carry
INTEE
Tube
)arts
le Service

EKE.

*****

Concord School Has
Graigation Events;
Awards Presented

Miss Wear
Passes Away

Mary Foust Wins
Auditor Nomination

Murrayans Attend
Spring Ceremonial
At Madisonville

Claude Miller
Hospitalized

Murray Girl
At Texas

David Hill Named
President Of Band
At-Murray High

KAMER REPORT

J. C. McDougal Is
Hospitalized; One
Person Treated

Hudson Rites Held
Tuesday Afternoon
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PERLISKED by 1.113:Killta & TIMIS PlUBLISHING COMPANY.
Ina.. OonsolideUon of the Murray Ledger, The Callows,y Mmes. and
The Ts-Rerald. October 20. 192a. and the West Kentuckian.
JanbarY 1. ma.
MS N. 4th Street, Murray, Keetaaky 01171

Eighteen Seniors To Graduate
At Farmington Hight School May 29

JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER

Eighteen seniors will receive
We reserve the right to relent any Advertising. Letters to the =ter, diplomas during Commencement
tbe beet Exercises at Farmington High
or Public Voice items which. in our (Onion, II11I ,A04
School at 8 p.m. Thursday, May
interest of our readers.
29.
NATIONAL REPREEIENTATiVES: WALLACE WITMER CO. WOO
Madison Ave., Memphis,. Tenn.; Time & Life Skis., New York. N.Y.
Stephenson Bldg. Detroit, Mich.

natured

at the Post Office, Murray. Kentucky. for tranemembn as
Second Cisme Matter

SUBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 35e. per
Month $1.32. In Calloway and &cleaning counUes. per year. WM;
acmes 1 & 2. $13.00, Elsewhere U6.00. All risrvasi admortidialt MM.

State Senator Carroll Hubbard.
Jr., of Mayfield will present the
Conunencernent address.
Baccalaureate Services were
conducted at 8 p.m. Sunday, May

by United Press international
Today is Wednesday, May 28,
the 148th day of 1969 with 217
to follow.
The moon is between its first
quarter and full phase.
The m3ming stars are Venus,
Mars and Saturn.
The evening stars are Mercury and Jupiter.

Rosa Lynn Dorian, Sandra Marie
Hughes.
Glenda Diane Mason, Shelia
Ann Miller, Sharon Kaye Sims,
Patricia Diane Smith, Martha
Jane Wilford.

25. Rev. Harry Yates, pastor al
Farmington Baptist Church, delivered the sermon.
Slane Miller, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Billy Miller, Farmington, is Valedictorian this year
at Farmington. Her scholastic
average is 93.94.
Salutatorian is James R. Darnell, eon of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Darnell, Rt. 1, Farmington. His
scholastic average is 93,67.

:14
:
4

By UNITED PRESS INTIK...NATIONAL

LOS ANGELES - Mayor Sam Yorty, thinking campaign worker:
for his mayor victory:
"You have helped us come tack from a certain defeat to what
looks like a certain victory."

SHELIA MILLER
Valedictorian

• PARIS - Chief South Vietnamese peace negotiator Pham Dang
'Lam, talking about hopes for an end to fighting in Vietnam:
"Peace in freedom yes. But peace at any price, that is to say
tiny peace at all, no."

Students May
Learn Spanish
20 Years Ago:Today At Institute
LEDGES & TIMES MI

A few tickets are still available for the Charity Ball to be
held June 7. They may be obtained by calling Mrs. John Pur
dom at 753-5525.
Because of limited space,
table reservations for the ball
must be made by June 4. Arrangements for seating may be
made by calling Mrs. Don Over-

In 1905, the Russian Fleet was
defeated by the Japanese Navy,
virtually assuring Japan's victory in the Russo-Japanese War.
In 1934, the Dionne quintuplets were born near Callender,
Ont.
In 1940, the evacuation of
British, French,'and Belgian
troops from Dunkerque on the
coast
of
Channel
English
France began. A total of 337.000 reached Britain safely; more
than 13,000 were killed.
A thought for the day —
Victor Hugo said: "The supreme
happiness of life is the conviction that we are loved."

uate this year at Farmington,according to Principal James A.
Baker.
James Marvin Channel',James
Robert Darnell, Robert Steve
Green. Dale Reece Harrison,
Ronnie Dale Higgins, Jerry Daniel Hughes, Walter Shupe, Ronnie Dale Witiderann.
Carolyn Kaye Bushart, Sherri
Channel!, Charlotte Chapman,

JAMES R. DARNELL
Salutatorian

DES MOINES, Iowa UPI - State
Sen. Minnette Doderer, who coulSEYMOUR, Ind. UPI - Army
dn't attend the Advertising Club
Pfc. Thomas Ersleben of Maw of Des Moines' gridiron dinner
.kegon, Mich., to the wheel for because she is a woman, has rethe remainder of the trip to Ft. ceived an invitation from a diff1(nok.Kj., attPr his 20"Year"°1d
erent group.
*rife Mary Ellen was fined $25 "Our house is your house,"
.1br speeding at Franklin, kid., the Advertising Club of New Yoand $43 for speeding at Columrk's president, Milton Ritack,
bus, Ind
wrote Mrs. Doderer.
Riback wrote women are equals
at the New York club, though
here
magistrate
sympathetic
A
granted Erzleben a continuance less equal than other members:
on a speeding ticket given the "We won't let them vote or hold
office. After all, how far can one
Soldier here.
go."

Dr. Parr, director of the Institute and chairman of the Department of Foreign Languages
at MSU, would like to have approximately 15 students who
have no training in Spanish for
one of the classes and 15 students who have had at least one
year of Spanish for the second
class. The demonstration classes will meet approximately onehalf hour each day from June

August 8. A teat will
he furnished at no cost,
there is no tuition. Each
dent will receive a certificate
suitable for framing at the con
elusion of the program.
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Pull gradually and completely off the road if a mechanical problem develops in your
car. Raise hood and tie a
handkerchief to antenna or
door handle to signal for
assistance. Never walk along
a freeway. Keep passengers
inside.

Today thru Sat.

"They seem to be decent boys
who have been a bit unlucky,"
Miss Dawson said. "We thought
a shilling for a kiss vest a fair
price. But if the men want to
kiss for a little longer, they
will have to pay more."
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CLIFF ROBERTSON.CiO9Ly — CLAIRE BLOOM

"BEST ACTOR"
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A love story
that begins with
an incredible
experiment!

Academy" Award Winner

Kiddie Show Sat.
— 1:00 P.M. —
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Bring'em back

ELECTION RETURNS
Fir Casey amigo

the holiday,.

41

KISS FOR A PRICE

kr Ms Ihurematas

of Miss Ann Jarvis, founder of
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womes LESS EQ(.1-Ar-

celebrated
was
Day
Philadelphia on the second'
Sunday in May, according to re-,
searchers at Hallmark Cards here.
The date was the second anniverl
ary of the death of the inothelis

* TODAY *
Ili
VAllikil,THE AT N. thru Tues., June 3

Seniphol Bustles
itISTERDANI
((PI)
Sehiphol International Airport
here handled 3.6 million passengers last year, compared with 3.3
million in 1967.

16 through

Calloway Co. Mu I

IN A SORRY

KANSAS CITY, Mo.?r
The 'first, unofficial othei;

L

If you are in
are interested in learning to
HARTLEPOOL, England UPI
speak Spanish, contact Dr. James A. Parr at Murray State Uni- Twelve girls will sell their kisses for a shilling 12 cents apiece
versit) (762-6289; home: 7538706.) The University is host-to raise money for two prisonis
• summer to an ErUA in ers. "It's the best way we could
stitute to up-date the knowledge think of to raise. money for the
and skills of 45 secondary prisoners," said Nancy Dawson,
school teachers of Spanish from 60, secretary of thelonelytearts
chit the girls belong to.
all parts of the US.
As i 'part of their training,
these teachers observe two demonstration classes in Spanish,
made up of students in grades
7-12, taught by two experienced
high school teachers, William
C. Duncan of Wichita Falls,
Texas, and Benito Navarro Artiles of Bardstown, Kentucky.

Mother's Day Started in '0

HEADQUARTERS
W. Malin Street Phalle 753-2421

grades 7-12 and

Miss Verona Smith was elected president of the Murraving
!Chapter of the Future Homemakers of America.
; TVA payments in lieu of taxes will amount to $3,962.19 in CalloIvey Cleenty for the fiscal year ending June 30, according to an
- Mrs. Eliza Salvers 77 died in Akron Ohio. Burial will be here
Ilte Walter Parker cemetery.
Mrs. Ana Corbin of Providence is visiting her parents, Mr. and
- Mrs.Ebaley Futrell..

key at 7534644 or Mrs138.11
Smock at 753-3493.

Murray Loan Co.
MONEY

On this day 19 history:
In
ma, President John
Adams was empowered by Congress to recruit an Army of
10,000 volunteers.

The following seniors will
graduate this year at Farmingtoo,
according to Principal James A.
Baker.

Quotes From The News

Tickets, Charity
Ball, Are Available

Almanac

•••
an

Peaty
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MIDWAY PS ASOUT MIDWAY for the June ti meeting Of President Nixon and South Viet,
name Prefident Nguyen Van Thieu. Thieu flies from Saigon and Nixon from Washington to San Clement, his new vacation home, to Honolulu to Midway to reaffirm their
tIttaty dt.purpoue:la the Vietnew. war,
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%Kings soyeenstap Wendy Dascomb of Danville. Va.. the new "Miss U.S.A.- for thE
"Miss Universe" beauty contest, talks long distance to her boyfriend. Walker Long. from
Miami Beach. Fla He's a student at the University of North Carolina. and he said he
would prefer that she had not won the title because he guessed he wouldn't get to see
much of her for a while.
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*Sports Parade
;ew the same Way it bothered
'Perry Como.
"A lot of guys say it looks
NEW YORK UPI - Perry Como Ike I'm loafing," Carew points
ut In that neat precise way of
had the same trouble.
a
He'd do everything so easily Is. "It's just the way I move.
and naturally that a lot of people I don't try to be too flashy. I see
who watched him came away with some fellows make easy plays
the idea be wasn't working hard. look hard, but I try to make
Rod Carew knows how it is. lays the easy way. I try not to
- The classy Minnesota second ba- ot dog it too much."
114Man is hitting a slick .391, That last statement is the perhappens to be only 52 poin- fect tipoff on Rod Carew,of whom
ts NOW than anybody else in Dean Chance says, "if anybody
the American League, and you ever hits .400 again, it'll be
have to get a good grip on your. him."
There are some major leag45e11 to believe this, but there
are those who still think he's uers other major leaguers call
altogether too casual about the "hot dogs." In the vernacular of
the dugout, a hot dog comes in
whole thing. _
All of which bothers Rcet Car. all different shapes and sizes.
He can be a good ballplayer,
a mediocre ballplayer or even
a poor one, but if he's a hot
dog, that means he performs
with a bit of an extra flourish
and most ballplayers feel you
can take that extra flourish and
put it away for safekeeping way
up in the top deck somewhere.
This is Carew's third season
with the Twins and he's on his
way toward being named to the
all-star team for the third straight time. If he's with the Twins
The world's fastest racing boa- 20 years and if he makes the
ts will compete for a $21,000 all-star team 20 times, Rod Carpurse Sunday, June 15, as a clim- ew never will be a hot dog. It
ax to Owensboro, Kentucky's Un- simply isn't in his makeup.
•4
limited Hydroplane Regatta.
Walk into any major league
Speeding along the mighty Ohio clubhouse, sit down and talk with
River at 150 to 200 miles an hour, the players and any number of
these major leaguers of the boat them will tell you how much they
racing world will traverse a 2ta really love baseball. Carew isn't
miles course along Owensboro's one of those who puts an ad in the
dewntovm_ riverfrdnt. • As: their paper.
aircraft-engine power plants rev "I love baseball in a quiet
to the very breaking point these way," he says.
"thunderboats" will streak atop
That's another tipoff on him.
•the surface throwing a rooster- He does everything quietly. Like
tail of water as much as 75 feet stealing home. He has tried four
into the air and 100 yards behind times so far this year and was
them.
safe on each attempt.
The five days of the event, "I feel as good about that as
June 11-15, will be filled with qual- I do about my hitting," he laughs.
ifying races and special events "I like to run. Since I've been
leading up to the Kentucky Gov- ith this club though I haven't
ernor's Cup race on Sunday. gotten too much of a chance
Unlimited Hydros_ must weigh because we have a lot of power
at least 5,000 pounds, be 2540 hitters. Also, I'm hitting in front
ei feet long and be powered by an of Harmon Killebrew and Tony
internal combustion engine that Oliva, so I don't get the steal
turns a propellor. There the sign too much."
limitations end, hence the term
Carew may look casual but
"Unlimited."
he really pick 'em and lay 'em
Althqugh the design and horse- down. He stole 52 bases with
power of these boats are unres- Orlando of the Florida State Leatricted they are similar in con- gue four years ago and there
struction and most are powered aren't too many taster than him
by big 12-cylinder engines that in the American League today.
once provided the thrust for the When he steals a base he likes
Lightnings, P-51 M UStangSv to make it count and he's nine
• P-38
P-39 Aircobras, Grumman Bear- for nine this season up to now.
cats and Hellcats that ruled the "It's great if you can get the
skies during World War H. The jump," he says, "but I don't
mortality rate of these engines run on my own. If I think I can
is high. To get maximum horse- make it, I check with Billy Marpower the engines are run much tin, manager, and if he thinks
faster than ever intended by their I can, make it he gives me the
designers and, due to the terrific okay.'
strain, cannot be run more than
one hour before being completely
Occasionally there can be a
• overhauled.. The life of many en- hitch, as there was during a
' ` gines is only minutes.
recent game with Detroit ilewhiAt racing speed only one fluke ch Mickey Lolich was pitching
of the two-bladed propellor is in for the Tigers with Cesar Toyer
the water. One fluke is always on third and Carew on second
out of the water, throwing the for the Twins.
gigantic roostertail spray. The
Toyer stole home but Carew,
reostertail is not only a colorful who isn't ordinarily asleep, failweapon.
The
also
a
fight
it
is
,z
ed to try for third on the play.
• lead boat can thwart a challGlancing into the Minnesota
enger's play with the effects dugout, he could see Martin's
• of this column of water.
eyes burning a twin pair of holes
Hydroplanes ride on a cushion in him. Carew waited only long
of air. Only half of the propellor enough for Lolich to make one
and two pontoonlike sponsons at pitch and then stole third. On
either side of the boat come in the following pitch he stole home.
contact with the water when the
He made it look so easy.
boat is planing.
Just like Perry Como.
By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer
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Blefary, Wilson
reak Color Line
By DARRELL MACK
UPI Sports Writer
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BASEBALL ROUNDUP
National League
By VITO STELLINO
UPI Sports Writer

HOUSTON UPI - It started
In a tavern in San Angelo, Tex.,
February, became a reality in
the El Cortez Hotel in San Diego
and has worked so well that
neither man considered it much
of an accomplishment even though it is a milestone in baseball.
It is the fact that Curt Blefary, who is white, and Don
Wilson, who is a Negro, are
roommates when the Houston Astros are on the road.
It is the first time in major
league baseball history, according to veteran writers and Astro
officials, -that a Nero and white
player have roomed together.
It's a common occurance in
pro football and pro basketball,
but no Negro since Jackie Robinson broke the color line in 1947
has ever had a white roommate.

American

LWOW

By JOE CARNICELL1
UPI Sports Writer

Doug Rader likes- surprises- Lefty Phillips may have had
Gil Hodges holds the major
especially the kind he got from only 21 days managerial backleague record for most sacriLuis Peraza Tuesday night.
ground before taking over the
Peraza, a 25-year-old rookie California Angels Tuesday but fices flies hit in one season with
19 in 1954.
Philadelphia
Phrepiever for the
he seems to have the key to
* * *
Lilies, was called on to face success.
Rader with the bases loaded and It's a little something called
The New York Mats have
none out with the score of the experience.
Houston-Philadelphia game tied One of Phillips' first moves never won an Opening day game
in their eight-sear history in
2-2. Rader then slugged the first upon
assuming control from Bill
League.
grand slam of his pro career to Ripley vas to revamp the start- the National
* * *
give Houston a 6-2 victory.
ing lineup. He moved Rick ReichIt was Houston's 18th victory ardt to
College football attendance
first base for the first
the
in the last 22 games after
time in his major league career, during the 1468 season climbed
Astros had lost 20 of their first inserted 35-year-old Lou Johnsen o a record high of 27 million.
24. The Astros' surge started in left
field and switched Bubba
with Don Wilson's no-hitter on Morton, 36, to right.
victory
May I and Wilson got the
Johnson responded by knocking
against the Phil's to boost his In both California runs as the Anrecord to 5-4 on a six-hitter. gels snapped a 10-game losing
Wilson and GrantJackson were streak with a 2-1 victory over the
10.
locked in a 2-2 dual untilJackson Cleveland Indians.
9eav
was lifted for a pinch-hitter in Elsewhere in the American
the top of the ninth. Bill Wilson League, New York downed ChiGet Along
started the ninth and walked the cago 5-2 , Washington beat Minn"It's time all this silly stuff first three batters beforePeraza esota 5-1, Kansas City edged
that's been going on for ZOO came on and allowed the winning
Boston 5-4, Seattle blasted Baltiyears stopped," Blefary said. hit by Rader.
more 8-1 and Oakland nipped
National
LeaElsewhere in the
"What difference does it make?
Detroit 4-3.
We get along and that's what gue, San Francisco topped Chi- In
National League play, San
cago 5-4, Atlanta beat St. Louis
counts."
Diego squeezed past New York
Blefary , an Italian who grew 5-3, Los Angeles beat Montreal 3-2, Los Angeles dumped Monup in Brooklyn, was obtained by 5-3 and San Diego edged New treal 5-3, Atlanta defeated St.
the Astros in an off-season trade York 3-2.
Louis 5-3, Houston blasted PhilIn the American League, New adelphia 6-2 and San Francisco
with the Baltimore Orioles.
Wilson, a hard-throwing right- York topped Chicago 5-3, Kansas nipped Chicago 5-4 in the only
bander who was born in Monroe, City nipped Boston 54, Washing- games scheduled.
La., has pitched two major lea- ton beat Minnesota 5-1, California
Morton and Johnson smashed
gue no-hit games-the second com- edged Cleveland 2-1, Oakland beat back-to-back doubles for the first
drubbed
againSt
Detroit
4-3
and
Seattle
ing earlier this season
California run in the second and
Baltimore 8-1.
Cincinnati.
Johnson singled home Reichardt
Blefary, Houston's first baseSan Francisco rallied for three from third In the seventh with
man, said he did not know any runs in the eighth to beat Chicago the deciding run.
of the Houston players when he as the Giants capitalized on the "This had to be the most
came down to help the club with wildness of the Cubs' two top exciting moment of my We,"
I Lb,
a pre-season publicity tour throu- reliever-Phil Regan and Ted Ab- said Phillips.
gh Texas in February. Wilson ernathy. Regan came on the eighPhillips climaxed his official
and Joe Morgan', who rooms with th for starter Ferguson Jenkins managerial debut by calling in
Jim Wynn, were the other players and walked Ron Heat and gave 45-year-old Hoyt Wilhelm in the
on the tour.
up Willie McCovey's single. Af- eighth. Wilhelm pitched two innter Glenn Beckert's wild throw ings of laktleSs relief, struck out
MAXWELL HOUSE
Just A Comeback
scored a run, Ted Abernathy three and recorded his eighth
INSTANT
was called on and walked Bobby Save of the season in preserving
"One night in a bar in San Bonds to load the bases. A grou- Jim McGlothlin's fourth victory
Angelo, Morgan was talking about ndout _tied the game. Abernathy against three defeats.
all the things he and his roomie then walked Jack Hiatt to fill
Mel Stottlemyre smashed a
were going to do together this the bases again. He then walked two-run homer in the eighth innseason," Wilson said. "I said Jim Davenport to force in the ing to life the Yankees over the
10 Oz. Jar
okay,'Me and Curt will be room- winning run.
White Sox and become the first
ins.' But it was just a comeback.
St. Louis continued to have major league pitcher to win eight
"Then in spring training, the Its trouble. The Cards werebeat- games.
four of us played pitch cards en by Atlanta, 5-3. Felipe Alou
With the score tied at 3-3
together," Wilson said. "Curt had four straight singles, knock- Frank Fernandez opened the eiand I lost $40 to Joe and Jim ed in a run and scored one to ghth with a single and two outs
the first week and lost $20 more pace Atlanta. Pat Jarvis, 5-2, later, Stottlemyre drove Wilbur
trying to get even the second went 7 1-3 innings to gain the Wood's first pitch into the lower
victory. Ray Washburn took the
week.
deck in left field for the third
HAMBURGER
"Both of us were at the fat loss.
homer of his major league carTom Haller and Wes Parker
man's table for overweight playeer.
ers and then we seriously start- homered to back Bill Singer's
Brant Alyea blasted a 450-foot
ed thinking about it," Wilson four-hit pitching and carry the homer-a two-run shot in the first
said. "He asked me about it and Dodgers past Montreal. Hailer's inning-to help the Senators snap
I said, 'I'd like to do it, but I two-run homer in the sixth snappa six-game losing streak with
Pkg. of 8
didn't know what people would ed a 3-3 tie after Montreal had their victory over the Twins.
think about it."
rallied for three runs in the Alyea homered after Frank HowWhen traveling secretary Art sixth to tie the game. Reliever
ard reached first on Leo CardPerkins asked the players for Dan McGinn was charged with enas' error. Eddie Brinkman altheir roommates for the first the loss.
so drove in two runs for Washroad trip to San Diego, Blefary
Roberto Pena greeted reliever ington.
listed Wilson and no one question- Don Cardwell with a run-scoring
Jackie Hernanadez blooped a
ed it.
single to cap a two-run sixth two-run single over first base
"I've got one hate letter from inning and give San Diego the with two out in the seventh inning,
someone who didn't have enough victory over the Mets. Al San- capping a three-run rally that
guts to sign his name," Wilson torini gave up 12 hits and walked carried the Royals past the Red
said. "Otherwise nothing else two more but still stranded 11 Sox.
has happened except maybe a baserunners while going all the
Sal Bando's bases empty homcouple of dirty ,
oks in Atlanta way to gain the win and even er 'in the seventh inning broke
and some people to looked at his record at 2-2.Jim McAndrew, a 3-3 tie and powered Oakland
us kinda funny in i...1 elevator who left in the sixth inning with over the Tigers, snapping the
at San Franci.2"o when we called a blister on his hand,suffered the Athletics' six - game losing st25 Ft.19C
ch other 'Roomie.'"
loss.
reak.
Roll
Tommy Davis' two-run single
highlighted a five-run fifth inning
rally and Ray Oyler, Mike Hegan FRESH, RIPE
and Gerry McNertney hit 5 solo
homers to pace Seattle over the
Orioles.
National Loaau•
Amorican Loagu•
East
East
W. L.. Pct. GE
W. L. Pct.
29 18 .644 —
Chicago
Baltimore
32 14 .696
22 20 .524 5% Boston
26 15 .634
Pitts.
SAWAKI WINS
20 23 .485 8 Detroit
21 18 .538
St. Louis
9
.439
18
23
York
New
New
York 21 24 .467
17 22 .438 9
Phila.
Wash.
21 26 .447
TRIER, GERMANY UPI - Kei-Montreal
11 22 .232 15
Cleveland
10 27 .270
suke Savraki of Japan beat West
Waft
West
German Olympian Bodo Tuemm-I
W. L. Pct. GB
W. L. Pct. GB ler in
a 5,000 meter run Sunday
28 13 .683
Minn. Atlanta
24 17 .585
with a clocking of 13 minutes,
4
17
.585
24
1
Oakland
Lou A.ng.
22 17 .564
RIPE, YELLOW
55.4 seconds. Tuemmler, the EuSan Fran. 24 19 .558 4% Kan. City
21 21 .500 3%
ropean
1500
meter
champion,
was
Cincinnati 20 19 .513 7 Seattle
20 21 .488 4
Houston
22 24 .478 8% Chicago
17 19 .472 4% timed in 14:04.4.
Calif.
San Diego 18 29 .383 13
12 28 .300 11%
Tuesday's Results
Tuesday's Results
San Diego 3 New York 2
Washington 5 Minnesota 1
Los Angeles 3 Montreal 3
New York 5 Chicago 3
Wes Ferrell liglds the major
Atlanta 5 St. Louis 3
Kansas City 5 Bolton 4
league record for most lifetime
Houston 8 Philadelphia 2
Oakland 4 Detroit 3
home runs by a pitcher with
San Fran., 5 Chicago 4
California 2 Cleveland 1
37.
Only games scheduled
Seattle 8 Baltimore 1
* * *
Today's Probable Pitchers
Today. Probable Pitchers
All Tim.. EDT
All Times EDT
LB.*
Fred I )de: ell of I ncionati
San Diego, Kirby 1-6 at New
Detroit, Wilson 34 at Oakled
the
league,
major
home
York,. Koosman 1-3, 8:05 p. in. land, Odom 7-2, 10:30 p. m
run, or l'ttri with rum
Los Angeles, Sutton 5-4 at
Cleveland, Ellsworth 2-1 at
* 5*
Montreal, J. Robertson 0-0, 8:05 California, Murphy 3-2, 11 p.
p. m.
runner
lolltrilsgtanocef
George
St. Louis, Carlton 4-4 at AtBaltimore, Palmer 5-2 at SeArizona won 17
lanta, Pappas 3-3, 8 p. m.
attle, Marshall 3-5, 11 p. m.
straight indoor. races over a twoPhiladelphia, Wise 5-3 at
Boston, Culp 7-2 at Kansas year
period before retiring folHouston, Dierker 7-4, 8:30 p. in. City, Hedlund 2-2, 8:30 p. m.
Pittsburgh, Blass 3-2 at CinNew York, Burbach 24 vs. lowing the • 1969 AAU chamcinnati, Cioninger 3-5, 8:05 p. Chicago, Harlen 3-4, at Mil- pionships.
* * 5.
m.
waukee, 8:30 p. m.
Chicago, Holtzman 7-1 at San
Minnesota, Kaat 4-2 at WashFrancisco, R. Robertson 1-0, 4 ington. Bertania 1-2, 730 p. In.
p.m. '.____,.._.. ..
Thursdays Games
_Oregon won the first NCAA
•
IthoPitails Games
I•
Detroit at Oakland
haaketbali chain pinnahip played
Los Angeles at Montreal, night Baltimore at Seattle, night
in 1939 by defeating Ohio State
Pittsburgh at Cinoihnati, night Boston at Kansas City
46-33.
• •
Only games scheduled,
. Only games scheduled

save

1

•

1G A

FEDERATION CUP

ENDURANCE TEST

ATHENS UPI
The United
PITTSBURGH UPI - The PittsStates won the 1969 Fedtiation
burgh Steelers announced Staaday
it would conduct an astronaut Tennis Cup Sunday by beating
space endurance test program Australia 2-1. Nancy Richey of
San Angele, Texas, defeated Kerat their training camp this sumry Melville 6-4, 6-3 in singlesmer.
Rookies and veterans sched- and than paired with Peaches
uled to report July 16 at St. Bartkowicz of Hamtramck, MiVincent College, Latrobe, Pa., ch., in a double victory over
will be expected to run a mile Margaret Smith Court and Judy
Tegart.
and a half in 12 minutes.

------kk S. CHOICE-

ROUND
STEAK

LOIN
Sliced As
Mixed Chops

LAI
.

59C

'

U. S. CHOICE

FIELD'S RUMP
WIENER'S ,C. 1.2ROAST
99c
49C- ...
SWEET
COFFEE PICKLES
109 .T.35c

MATCHLESS

BACON
LB.590 ',
SOFT DRINKS
12/100
PAPER
BUNS CHARCOA PINES
19C_
89t
59C___
A
ICA
ALUMINUM POTATO DESSERT
FOIL CHIPS39c • TOPPING
39c
Pkg.

IGA

r

Baseball Standings

CANTA
LOUPE
E..29C

B,C)
,N
cc
EIIIVFIY I

a.

WE PICK

IGA

12 Oz. Can

HARDWOOD

20 Lb. Bag

Pkg. o I

FROSTY ACRES

Twin Bag

10j4.

PINK

bREEN PEPPER GRAPE—

-

Of

FRUIT

CUCUMBER

58aLqb.49c
E A.100
GE.KBER

ALL BRANDS

BISCUITS
BANANAS• BABY
FOOD
It
8C
8

oz can

J AR

Open 24 Hours Daily - Closed Sundays
We Sell Travellers Express MoneyOrders
We reserve the right to limit quantities
1We Will Be Open Memorial Day!

•

'Oriel ii) this ad Sood

theu

TUESDAY

JUNE

3

.10351
*.•

•
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SPADE lintIR

Craft Lessons Are
Scheduled For
HomemakersClubs
•

011

Contest prize
irks her mate

ri

TillEs

Mrs.J. B. Burkeen

WEDNESDAY — MAY 38, 1989

MURRAY, IC IINTUOLY

•
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hum 6th Wedding Planned

Women's GOP
Club Has Meeting
Community Center

nmaky.

Mrs. Robert Diers
Honored At Coffee
At Mitchell Home

•
753-4167
Phone 763-1917 or

The craft lesson for the leaders of the Purchase Area Homemakers Club will be held en
five different dates.
Dates are as follows:
On Thursday, May 39 at the
—
llama Community Center in La.
BerdwelL
On Moodily, June 2 at the
Municipal Housing Project in
Murray.
On
June Sin Fulton Co.
The Women's Republican
11. "as 6 at the Clelajoild its regular meeting
On
Craves Count, and SIAN in obigeoley, May 19, at the CoolMayfteld.
mushy Center. A business meetOn Monday, lime 9 at the
was conducted during which
ing
House
Court
McCracken County
By Abigail Van Buren
members voted to seed two
the
in Peducah.
between delegates to the state convenbe
will
session
Each
DEAR ABBY: My wife took a secretarial job with an
in Frankfort, which will be
the hours of 9:30 sin. and 2:30 tion
insurance company just to keep herself busy as the kids are p.m. Each leader is to bring a held the second week in June.
Mrs. A. L Rhodes told of the
grown and gone. Suddenly she announces that she and a man sack lunch.
the Republican Women's
she works with are going on a weight losing contest. The one
The series of lessons will be trip to
who loses the most weight in 30 days has to treat the other conducted by the Cooperative Club district meeting wbjels
in Bowling Green.
one to a steak dinner in the best restaurant in town. [Just the Extension Service of the Uni- was held attended this
district
Those who
Agents
in
her
idea
of
of
Kentucky.
like
the
versity
I
don't
two of them.) I trust my wife, but
Mrs.
James
were
Hammeeting
Maxine
Grifgoing out to dinner with another man. He's married, too, but charge will be Mrs.
mock, Mrs. Max Hurt, and Mrs.
Mrs.
County,
Hickman
from
fin
to
get
anything
do
she'll
as
all
for
it
I understand his wife is
Rhodes, who, as president
Junaita Amonett, from Mc- A. Li
him to lose weight.
County and Mn. Mild- of the Murray club, gave a reCracken
Should I go along with this "contest" or not?
port of the club's activities for
red Potts from Ballard.
JEALOUS
the year.
•••
Adrian Miller was the speakDEAR JEALOUS: It sounds like a his Mad et testes'
er for the Monday evening
with a healthy objective. Give them year blessings and may
meeting and gave a very interthe biggest loser win
eating talk.
Refreshments were served by
the hostesses, Mrs. Max Hurt,
DEAR ABBY: Recently, I overheard my teen-age son
The Grace Wyatt Circle of Mrs. Cbarlotti Hammack and
telling a friend that the two teen-age daughters of a good the First Presbyterian Church
Mrs. Virgie Clark.
friend of mine were having sexual relations with the two sons held a potluck luncheon at the
•••
Crawford
of a woman who is a mutual friend of both the mother of the home of Mrs. Charlie
girls arid myself.
on Tuesday, May 30, at ten-thirWhen I asked my son how he came by this information, ty -o'clock in the morning.
Mrs. Alfred Lindsey, chairhe said the two boys had been bragging about It at school.
by
My son asked me not to tell anyone but I have not, as yet, man, opened the meeting
poem.
a
reading
agreed. I told him I would have to'think about it.
The Zeta Department of the
A discussion on "Deaths and Murray Woman's Club met
Abby, I have never believed in interfering in the lives of Funerals"
was led by Mrs. CaMISS CHERYL DIANE JACKSON
my friends but I weeder if I would be a tribe friend to the two rol Jones who expressed ideas Thursday, May 22, at six-thirty
mothers if I just keep quiet. By sneaking out, I could either on Christian and non-Christian o'clock in the evening to close
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Jackson of Route Four, Buchanan, Tenn-,
be instrumental in helping all concerned avoid a tiagedy, or ceremonies practiced in differ- the current club year's work. announce the engagenfent end approaching marriage of their onA potluck supper was served
I could lose two Mends.
ent locations. They also discuss- on the patio of the club house. ly daughter, Cheryl Diane, to David Holland Lassiter, son of Mr.
and Mrs. W. D. Lassiter of Hazel.
on
made
impressions
the
ed
Consequently, I have deied to ask your advice and then
Mrs. June Smith, chairman
Milli Jackson is a member of the graduating class of Buellfollow it. Of course, I do not know that the boys' boasts are young children at funerals.
of the department, presided at
A brief report on the state the business session. Letters of man School where she was elected "Miss Buchanan" for 1968-69.
even true, but I do le ,v that the boys and girls have been
Mr. Lassiter graduated from Buchanan Sch,m1 In the class
meeting held in Hopkinsville invitation to five prospective
dating.
CONCERNED PARENT
of 1967. He is presently attending Murray State University.
was given by Mrs. Charlie Craw- new members were read.
A June 6th wedding is planned at the home of the bride's
DEAR CONCERNED: !New weald be a geed time I. tel ford_
As the roll was being called,
The arrangements for nur Mrs. Robert Rule showed a pic- parents with only the immediate family% *attending.
year sea that a man of character NEVER—bet NEVER
sery care at the church were ture slide of each member's
repeats witty raisers. And if I were yea. I'd remits silent.
discussed at this combined home. The member answered
meeting for May and June.
the roll as the picture of her
DEAR ABBY: Now that the summer season is soon upon
Mrs. Alfred Lindsey will give home was shown.
us how about some help from you for us poor souls who have
the Program on "Prayer Inthe
Hostesses for the meeting
summer cottages?
Horne" at the next meeting tO I were Mrs. Henry Fulton, Mrs.
Mr. .and Mrs. Robert Smith
We've had our cottage 10 years and each summer we are be held in September at a place Buist Scott, lira. Donald Jones,
spent the weekend with their
Mrs. W. A. Farmer was
more popular thap the stomper before. Friends and relatives - to be announced.
Mrs. Maurice Ryan, Mrs. Stark leader for the program present- son, James Smith and family
Others present were Mrs. Erwin, Mrs. Frank Kank_wati ed at the meeting of the Wo- of Franklin, Tenn.
came in droves to enjoy &missives in the sun over our food
•••
mid drink. They stay eardlere from a week-end to a full Joyce Wright, Mrs. Helen Kline, Mrs. William Barker.
than's Missionary Society of the
Mrs Eleanor Kesiesen, Mrs. Pe&
• a •,
selreli. Of enures, they always came empty-handed.
Elm Grove Baptist Church held Samuel Sherman Edmonds of
We have even written notes in advance saying We are gy Moffett, Mrs. Grace Hawkon Wednesday, May 21, at Murray has been dismissed from
Kathy
Elliott.
ins,
and
Mrs.
sorry, but we can't have you this year,"—but they come
The name Jamaica comes seven-thirty o'clock in the even- the Western Baptist Hospital,
S's
Paducah.
any-way Why are some folks so thick? We bought this place
from
the
4rawak v.ord ing at the church.
"Ministering In Jesus' Name
"Xamayca." meaning "land of
to get away from these people.
In Chile" was the theme of the
For the surf and ,and set, streams and forests."
We don't want to seem cranky, but we'd like to entertain
program. Mrs. Keys Keel gave
* • *
the guests we really WANT, without all these others fashions for men this summer
the call to prayer with scripturn to bnght and bold themes.
"surprising" us. We're tired of running a free hotel, and are Prints used in both swim trunks
ture reiding from Philippians
thinking of selling. Can you help us?
2:1-13.
and slacks are large. flamboyant,
Easter comes on the first Others present and taking
FED UP IN PITTSBURGH
colorful. The jeans look also is
Sunday after the first full moon part were Mesdames Purdon
Ift
with
the
boys. Now. they
DEAR FED UP: If you've actually written to say you strong
after the vernal equiorrox
Lassiter, Earl lee, James Shewon't have to chop off their
can't have them—and they come anyway— year ealy saki-s* 0*
kell, Charles Burkeen, Luther
blue or wheat jeans to convert
ties is to develop a thicker hide than they have. Greet the them to surfers and swimmers.
Hendon, Wilbur Weston, Glen
The Maine shoreline wind: Bale, Billy Outland, Walton
asweiceme eaes at the deer with, "Yee may stay ler a few Some manufacturers are making
3,478 miles,_ yet by straight lino Fulkerson, George Cossey,' Mahears, but when the saa disappears, please de likewise.".—
em in the popular chopped-off covers only 22B,says the Nation
son Thomas, Alfred Keel, Lee
look.
al Geographic.
Everybody has a pebbles'. What's years? For a personal
Caldwell, and Robert Weston.
* * *
•• *
Two visitors were Mrs. Joe
reply write to Abby, Bex lie7m, Los Aeries. CaL Mee, and
Automatic
Young and Mrs. Basil Farmer
enclose a stamped. self-addressed envelope.
Personal income in .‘labarn,
There are 7,000 surviving vetwith the latter leading the closHate in write letters? Seed Si to Abby, lea MN, Ins erans of the Spanish-American in 1968 was estimated at $8.1 ing prayer.
billion.
Awoke, Cal. seem, for Abby's booklet, "Hew to Write L•01.11re War.
kr Al Oreasises"

eat-A1)11,
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Crawford Home Is
Scene Grace Wyatt
Circle Meeting

Zeta Department
Has Potluck Supper
At Final Meeting

Mrs. W. A. Farmer
Leader For Elm
Grove Program

Mrs. Robert Diem, who before her recent marriage was
Wednesday, May U
The ladies day luncheon will Miss Debbie Dibble, was combe served at noon at the Callo- plimented with a delightful
way County Country Club. Hos- cabs held at the beautiful -tesses are Mesdames Donald home et'Mn, Phillip Mitchell
Tucker, Hal Houston, Jr., Char- on Crestwood Drive on Saturles M. Baker, Foreman Graham, day, May 17, from nine-thirty
Robert Hula, Al Kipp, J. B. to eleven-thirty o'clock in thee
Wilson, Rrinda Smith, Joe Hal morning.
The gracious hostesses for
Spann, Roy C. Starks, R. L.
Ward, Heron West, and J. H. the lovely occasion were Mrs.
Mitchell, Mrs. Glean Nanny,
Shackelford.
• ••
Miss Lanette Underwood, and
Priiisy, May 39
Mrs. Herbert Underwood.
Par the bridal occasion the
A catered picnic buffet will
be held at the Calloway County honoree chose to wear a lovely
Country Club at seven p.m. Ad- light blue voile dress with a
mission is $1.50 for adults and hostesses' gift corsage of pink
$1.00 for children. For reserva- roses. Her mother, Mrs. Pranks
tions by Thursday noon call Dibble, was attired in a grey
Mrs. James Rudy Allbritton, knit dress with a corsage of
753-1803, airs. Woodfin Hutson, yellow roses, gift of the hos753-3670, or the Pro-Shop 753- tesses.
Refreshments of coffee, send9186.
•••
wiches, to& cookies were servThursday, May 29
ed from the beautifully appoint,,A reception for seniors at ed table overlaid with a while
Murray High School, their fami- lace cloth and centered with a
lies, and friends, will be held gorgeous arrangement of spring
at the Murray Woman's Club flowers arranged by Mrs. RuHouse following the graduating dolph Thurman.
relies.
The table floral arrangement
• ••
and the corsages were fashionSunday, June I
ed by Mrs. Thurman with flowTwilight golf will be held at ers from her own garden.
the Calloway County Country
The honoree was presented
Club at four p.m. with Mr. and with a blender as a wedding
Mrs. James Payne as golf hosts. gift from the hostesses.
• ••
A potluck supper will be served
at seven p.m. with Mr. and
Mrs. James Lassiter as hosts.
Every member is invited.
•••
Monday, June 2
The Olga Hampton WILS of
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Wheatthe Sinking Spring Baptist
ley of Murray are the parents
Church will meet at the church
of a daughter born at the Westt 7:30 p.m.
ern Baptist Hogital. Prduciih_.
• ••
The Suburban Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Leon Adams, 802 Sunny lows: Lathe' Moon with Mrs.
Lane, at seven p.m. Note H.0. Warren at 7:30 p.m.; Kithhange in date.
Jeen Jones with Mn, Stanford
•••
Andrus at 7:30 p.m.; Ruby Nelle
Groups of the First Baptist Hardy at Youth Center at 6:30
urch WEE will meet as fol- p.m.

PEISONAL3

G AND H MOBILE HOMES

a

NEW and USED
SALES. SERVICE AND PARK RENTAL
HWY 04. ONE MILE EAST OF MURRAY
OFFICE Pri

753•6665

Homoofe
Home PH 436-5690

JOHN 0 GROGAN

783.2965

IBEN 4tFRAN KLIN.
&
Sten News 111-5111 Friday
Mug, ky.
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CLOCK
RADIO

TREAT YOURSELF TO A
FLAVOR SURPRISE FOR
CEREAL -COFFEE-FRUIT

cck
nit
mtj

•

Reg. $19.95

1288

CA&

1.4
ho

Wake up to music, alarm rims
later! 4-in, speaker, built-In antenna. Plastic cabinet.
78

LUGGAGE
Reg. 14.97

&NON DAIRY PRODUCT

COFFEE
PAL

•

A.

Timex WATCHES
$795 to $1695

USf IN COOKING
AND
SAWING
TOO

—

is
soc
its
I if
tee
or
pfC

Oanfl

LARGE SELECTION

CONTAINS NO MILK OR MILK FAT
re...'re CJIR• S`1/1.0" SOS 5.5 I/IGt.•

of

1.11
5.00.01111 CSS/1VO.f
WX/WAS
OCR WNW
fto 101111,aft isroene,fAV•
MONO
jive) r) t'a1(1VOIIS I A•OS(.11141•**
*S'1 • A
•111 C•Itti`tw,

Photo from The Courfer-Journal

16 Ft CZ (1 PiNT)

Crown of Laurel for Beauty

Packed in Ryan new Poll Lined long
life carton. First of its kind in the U.S.
•11,

4.•

•

THE QUEEN of the 1969 Mountain Laurel Festival, 20-year-old Kay
Pinkley, of Murray, is' crowned by Gov. Lowe B. Nunn in
climactic event of the four-day festival at Pineville. She is a
sophomore at Murray Sta,te University.
-
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A PASTEURIZED 1101401011/E1).
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. Robert Diers
ored At Coffee
Ifitchell Home

• ••

MEI=

rid Mrs. Thomas WheatMurray are the parents
ighter born at the West.
Ileeggink_Ppducah.

.ottie- Moon with Mrs.
arren at 7:90 p.m.; Rath-•
bes with Mrs. Stanford
at 7:30 p.m.; Ruby Nelle
Youth Center at 1:30

HOMES
RENTAL
MURRAY
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JOHN 0 GROGAN
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WEDNESDAY — MAY 28, 1989

OPEN MONDAY thru SATURDAY
Till M1DNITE
f o r your Shopping Conv•ni•nc•.
We R es•rve The R ight To L imit
COUNTRY SKILLE
WITH.
COUPON

WHOLE
LI&

BOTTLES

49

ALL VEGETABLE SHORTENING

ARMOUR SKINLESS
REELFOOT

In Time of Emergency

LB.
CAN

Usual Fire Precautions
Vital in Nuclear Attack
-Fire, the great help and
hazard to mankind, would
prove so again during and
alter a nuclear attack.
While a nuclear attack
might start many more fires,
and make it less likely that
regular firemen would be available to fight home fires, the
same techniques of fire prevention and firefighting would
& Was useful during a nuclear
emergency as at any other
time.
Normal fire prevention rules
would be of special importance
in a nuclear emergency. They
include familiar common sense
precautions such as not allowing trash to accumulate,
- especially near heat sources;
exercising extreme caution in
the use of flammable fluids
such as gasoline and naphtha,
a including storage of such fluids
outside when possible; care in
the use of electricity; repairing of faulty wiring and avoiding of overloaded circuits,
and repair of faulty heating
systems.
Special Fire Precautions
0
1ese special fire precauti
should also be taken in a
tin* of nuclear emergency,
especially by those using a
__borne shelter:
• I. Keep the intense heat
a of nuclear explosions
m entering your house by
ing doors, windows, and
venetian blinds. If windows are
not fitted with venetian blinds,

cover the inside or outside of
the windows with aluminum
foil, or coat the glass with
whitewash, household cleaning
powder, or even mud.
2. Unless local authorities
advise otherwise, fill buckets,
bathtubs and other containers
with water for use in emergency fire fighting.
3. If you have taken refuge
in a home fallout shelter, stay
there unless you hear an explosion that breaks windows. If
you do, check to make sure
nothing in your home is burning, and there are no other
fires near your home that
might endanger you.
If a fire does occur, tight it
promptly. A home might be
saved by knowing how to fight
fires, and by having on hand
some basic firefighting tools.
These should include a garden
hose (preferably already con-

nected), a ladder, buckets filled
with sand, containers filled
with water, and a fire extinguisher. Keep in mind that
vaporizing-liquid types of fire
extinguishers can produce dangerous fumes when used in,
small enclosed spaces.
Three Ways to t'ut Out Fire
There are three basic ways
to put out a fire:
I. Take away its fuel.
2. Take away its air
(smother it).
3. Cool it with water or fireextinguisher chemicals.
Ordinary fires should be
fought by:
• Getting the burning material out of thehouse.
• Putting out the fire with
water, sand, earth or fireextinguisher chemicals.
•Smothering the fire with
4
a rug or blanket, preferably
'FORTY WINKS, FOR
wet.
FIFTEEN MINUTES
Special types of fires require
How many pae over forty special methodat
•If it is an electrical fire,
do you know who could fall
. asleep in the middle of a busy be sure to shut off the electricity first. Then put out the
airport terminal? HOW many flames with water or anything
ccipld fall asleep within five else available. If it is impossiminutes and wake up in fifteen ble to shut off the electricity,
miputes completely refreshed don't use water on an electrical
due to danger of electrocuand ready to go? Unfortunate- fire
tion.
Sly, not many! Relaxation is
• If it is an oil or grease
truly an art, and not many peo- fire, shut off the supply of
whatever is burning. Then
ple have mastered it.
smother the flames with sand,
Idany of the Asiatics live by earth, rugs, or other heavy
it. Through what they call materials. Don't use water.
• If it is a gas fire, shut off
"meditation," which in many
gas supply. Then use
cases has become part of their the
water, sand or earth to put out
religion, they have gained the whatever is burning.
health benefits of relaxation.
Relaxation is important to
The information in this
lithe human body and mind. It
story was furnished by the
is especially important in our
U.S. Department of Detense, Office of Civil Desociety with its fast pace and
fense,
to prepare people
its energy-depleting way of
for a nuclear attack and
life. It allows you to put aside
learn what actions to take
tensions, escape from worries,
in case an attack should
occur. Local government
or at least put them into their
authorities are responsible
proper perspectives.
for supplying -,the public
When or hew you relax is
with more detailed survival instructions for this
not as important as finding a
area. The information was
way to do it. Some executives
drawn from the OCD pub"stake five to fifteen-minute catlication "In Time of Enternaps once or twice during the
gently" (H-14), which is
available without charge
course of a day. They tip their
at local civil defense ofchairs back, close their eyes,
fices.
and relax briefly. Others who
have more demanding jobs reSummer's short dance drew
lax immediately upon coming
h6me in the evening or during has a disarming air of
lunchtime. Some people call it sophisticated innocence. The
"think time; some call 'it sleep; one we have in mind has a
swooping
pantl others _point to it jokingly wide-winged collar waist — the
'goof off' time. Whatever down toward a tiny
open neckline enhanced by an
it is called, it is a period of exquisite V-shaped necklace
relaxation for revitalization and glistening like golden lace.
recharging of the body. It Delicate dangle earrings and a
has been proved to be valuable duo of lacey bracelets complete
as a means to increased health the look.
for the employee and more production for the employer.
* * *
Just as eiterciie is essential
is
mind,
so
and
the
body
for
The Spanish Pueblo of Yerba
oelaxation and rest for the pro- Buena, renamed San Francisco
motion of good health. Your in 1847, was established Dec. 7,
doctor of chiropractic urges 1834.
you to master the art of relaxa*
tion through control of your
From 1844 to 193br thr
physical structure.
Dominican Republic had 43
presidents and 56 revolutions.
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TENDER SMOKED
BUTT
SHANK
PORTION PORTIO
LB. 59c
LB.

(Limit I)

RAH RAH RA—Thor Heyerdahl's papyrus boat Ra is helped
I along by an Atlantic Ocean breeze as Thor and his six-man
crew hope to prove theory that Egyptians could have sailed
to the Americas in similar reed boats 3,000 years ago.

Health-Ways

10,

MURRAY, KiNTUCKY

Di BLE STAMPS
TUESDAY & WED

Robert Dien, who be.
recent marriage was
*We Dibble, was camlid with • delightful
bad at the beautiful,
)1 Mrs. Phillip Mitchell
stwood Drive on Saturay 17, from nine-thirty
'en-thirty o'clock in
theI.
ocelot's hostesses f o r
Rely occasion were Mrs.
I, Mrs. Glean Nanny,
anette Underwood, and
erbert Underwood.
the bridal occasion the
chose to wear a lovely
lue voile dress with a
is' gift corsage of pink
ler mother, Mrs. Prank%
was attired in a grey
vies with a corsage of
roses, gift of the hos-

shmente of coffee, sandend- cookies were 'cretin beautifully appoint" overlaid with a white
th sod centered with a
a arrangement of spring
arranged by Mrs. Ru.
human.
able floral arrangement
corsages were fashion.
Irs. Thurman with flow)her own garden.
bonoree was presented
blender as a wedding
m the hostesses.
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6
a9

GERBERS STRA
U. S. cHow_F
4% Oz.
JAR

CHUCK

U. S. CHOICE
160Z.
LOAVES

LB.
CHICKEN PARTS

OLEO

WESSON
(Limit I)
48 Oz,
Bottle

Yellow Sol ids6
LBS.

BOUNTY PAPER

TOWELS
MEAL

HONEY SUCKLE

1

Ot.
Jar

CORN
TOMATOES .
BLUE PLATE

5303 Cans89C

MISS

LB.

59t

39c

OLD FASHIONED Large

LB. 390

FRESH PORK

CENTER SLICED

FRESH SLICED

5303 CANS

$1

SALM
6
oRANGEJUICE
110

BUTTER
BISCUITS
RI BEANSicvANCS)4
28 OZ.
JAR

SMOKED
PICNIC

LB.

AUD
CHUNK

LIBERTY PEANUT

.69

BRAINS 39c CUTLETS LB.19C
BEEF LIVERLB39HAM L:B.990
CHUNK

Oz. $11
Jar

LB.

LB

STATE FAIR

JELLY
48

CHICKEN

PINICS
39
39'
39C JOWLS 33C BOLONA
FRESH PORK

Cream Style White

LB. $1,69

CHICK'S Fst
HIND
FORE
OTR.
QTR.
LB. 49c
LB.

SUGAR CURED SLICED

FIRST PRIZE

TEENIE WEENIE

PORK

LB.

BAG

SAW

BREAST
LB. 59c
THIGHS
LB. 55c
LEGS
L8. 49c
WINGS
LB. 29c
BACKS & NECKS LB. 10c
FRESH
FRESH
LIVER LB. 79c Gizzard LB. 39c

33MUTTON

JUMBO
ROLL

5

HOT BAR-B-OUE

TALL
CAN

TUNA
3 CAN6Oz.
DEL kolONTE

ACANS FROZEN

UMW

$1
GOLDEN RIPE

BANNANS

LB.

10C

BUTTER ME NOT

8 Oz. CAN

SHOW BOAT

LIBERTY COUP N
All Reg. SOFT
DRINKS
6 Bottles lc
Witt
:
coupon & $5.00 Add. Pur.
DaiM, Tobacco Products Exc,
Vold After June 3rd

CREAM PIES
Trade Winds Breaded

FRESH113ERS

EACH

10t

FRESH LONG GREEN

mBERs_E-AtH
LIBERTY COUPON
50 TREASURE _CHEST STAMPS 50
WITH THIS COUPON AND $3.00
OR MORE PURCHASE FROM CUP,
)RUG
VOID AFTER JUNE 3rd

LIBERTY COUPON
50 TREASURE CHEST STAMPS 5U
WITH THIS COUPON AND THE
PURCHASE OF 32 oz. BOTTLE
CHIFFON 59c
VOID AFTER JUNE 3rd
•
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Courage And
Gall Needed
For Movies

•

41
4411

a .444..z
#,

a

igagiNgeg WITH sop NEN -Christine Aigner. 23, looks from
bier lab in Brecksville. Ohio, where she is the only female
chemical engineer among 500 male scientists at the 11 F
Goodrich Research Center Miss Aigner was the only female
engineering graduate of the University of Cincinnati in 1968.

BIRTHDAY
IN MAY?

liv VERNON SCOTT
HOLLYWOOD Ms - Behind
the harm& of HollYwood filmmeth= lies a ton at timidity
fortd only by stilisssisss
San•
Frequently when a studio
chief or an independent producer oxispletes a She be has no
idea whether it will be a hlt
or a bomb. And none at his underlines dares eel/ bin the
truth
Only the publicity tkgartment
is certain, beyond doubt that
•onsay movie is the greatest
Wag alum the lineation of the
meek lantern.
There are three clink cases
at one studio alone that ezmeats the undietheadness of
the stisetbils who bestow great
medic at cinematic art on an

sausepooliag public. •

as

Income Tax
Questions and
Answers
Q - I received a reminder
entice on my estimated tax instead of a bill. Bow muck
should I pay?
A - Figure your second installment payment using t
estimated tax worksheet you received in February as pert of
your estimated tax package. Be
sure to make your Payment using preaddreseed Voucher 2.
The filled-out voucher should
accompany your payment to assure proper crediting *to your
account.
A schedule on the worksheet
can be used for adjusting your
estimated tax -if there have
been changes in your tax situation.
Q - It only took my neighbor 4 weeks to get his refund
but mine hasn't come and it's
been over a month since I sent
in my return. Why should my
refund take longer to issue than
his?
A - The date the return was
filed has a lot to do with how
long it takes to issue a refund.
Returns filled early can be processed and the check issued
much more quickly than returns received just before the
April 15 deadline.
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Headquarters
for
Graduation Gifts
Sure to Be Appreciated?.

NMI IT 1111 MUMS)

n

III

!I!

NO matter what the oc-

III
III
lii

casion - you're sure to
find Just the right gift
in our exclusive Oat
Moppet Only the fineat names are featured
to suit the most discriminating taste.
You
love the -side
mice range to choose
from. too. You'll be
proud to give and to
receive gifts from mu
Gift Moppet

chudity Drugs
All At
Total Discount
Prices!!

llffee
e
gnaws

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

It'
Choose a 14 transistor portable
with FM-Aircraft, Pollee
and AM 4-way system OR aband
revolving clock radio with dial
light for 24 hour a day
usage
Save e15.07 an each:

III

$39.95 Value

Your
Choice!

$
24
88
Ill

I II
III

NORELCO
Cordless
Speed Shaver

I II

Exclusive In This
Area at Say-Rite
You'd never oeueve
much
goodness could be packed into
every morsel of Dutch Mill candies - choose miniatures, meltaway& luscious creams and other
delicious varieties. Perfect for
hostess gifts, entertaining or
treating all the family to the
most tasty candy ever!

Mom and Dad! Bring the Kiddies to see our Birthday
Treasure Chest! Register for the key to the chest that
unlocks it for prizes they'll love!!

4/1-C7i:

III
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•
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Studio is Paramount
The studio is Paramount. The
pictures were "Going My Way,"
"Shane," and "The graduate."
In all three cases studio bigwigs were terrified they had
produced catastrophies and attempted to imbed them on
Ill
Unless you made a
their brethern in the movieyour
r
e
t
u
n
o
you
should
m
i
s
t
a
k
4
n
making business.
When director Leo McCarey receiving your refund chec
completed "Going My Way" within the next few week
with Bing Crosby and Barry However, if the refund, or a let
Fitzgerald as priests, the late ter about it, doesn't come withFrank Freecnan biers be stack. in ten weeks from the time you
He told MoCerey thelt folks filed, write the Internal Re- Ill
down South didn't cotton to venue Service Center where you li;
priests and that he would lose filed. Give your name, address, Ill
social security number and the
his shirt.
lii
Published as a public service by this newspaper.
, Freeman reamed to pay Mc- date you filed to help them
,• ,
Ill
Carey his director's salary, in- trace it.
Q - I lined the property a- ill
.sr to vesforelay's Punch sietiog instead, that the director accept a percentage of the round my !lame with rose bushes. Can I deduct the cost for tax
MOO GUGIO 9auu profits, it tiny.
Ill
vuu mom unerA
F"reeman forced me into be- purposes'
ACROSS
3-1.114iels of 26•6
GOM molumpumN coming a millionaire," 51ealIII
Prosiehrof
A - Landscaping expen
udalau ODVO
1-LArtly
4-Portico
mid
after
the
film
went
on
re5
,
'II
added
and
capitalized
can
be
TV M10 mosm
4-Soia5 (abbr.)
S-Taniporstry
6-Fooils rock
ciao gno Nonon to win the Oscar, along with a- the cost of your property. Nor- III
shethr (pl.)
He'll love this
11.Cytrimirical
6-Rormanoration
30 99M 03U UV wards for Crosby and Finger- mal maintenance costs of your
°godless Norelco
13-Occoprolf
7-0.ickor
UMUSW OPM CRU ▪ McCarey N5C111 the Oscar in shrubs and lawn, however, are
that gives him
15-Tarhoic doily
addition to nu:Aliens.
riMMU MO7 OM
lean, smooth
not deductible.
16-As aordify
9-14oh of scale
UTMO
Then there was the case' of
omeGn
shaving I "FhPQ - Is there any difference
liorosl moon 10-Goes =
Naumwmau
FIV6
George Stevens and "Shane."
top" cieanuos.
•assishor
between alimony and child sup- .
00MR Elale2 rXdS
12-Lahr
When Stevens turned in his
Metal man
111-Proposifion
port payments for tax purpos• III
corMaction
EIODU
opma
ELM
111.Cypripoisl fish
print of the Western the cores?
141r.00p•oko
2.8
21-A
sort
porate structure at Paramount
17-Sovoll
A - Alimony payments are
35-Lassos
51-Toward sholfor
foodiSio
meg struck with a massive case
III
37-Coombs
22-Pled oi Goo 201sfali
deductible for the payer and
53-finides
13t,
Vitus
Dance.
419They be34-Clever
24.04Wm 4 23411•15,411•101
to the re- Ill
57-Seperietive
lieved, collectively, that Stev- are taxable income
34-Perry osier
24-Wai
doily
sesfing
payments
support
Child
cipient.
41-Now
Nal/
ens had lost his mind.
24-Symbol for
SS-Enlisted moil
are -not deductible for the pay- !
2143-Polooriaos
Tried to Unload
!
1
toMoloni
(cello%)
to the
21
for
III
2S-Allommat ter 14-Srohol
Ilk studio negotiated with er and are not taxable
60-0=Ich to..
3
soroorhim
recipient.
vest.
III
USW Mains to buy the pic62-A state
46-Symbol for
earning money not
Q77.Sephron.
(abbr.)
len at cost. Paramount just
34• -F•I4 in drops
30-Oirection
at ore's 64-Symbol for
36-Cosiisioctio•
wanted to unload the atrocity eovered by withholding. Should
..1 11
tollurtum
40-Formor Russian 32-1146ars products froth
and get its money back. But I file -en estimated tax return
miler
year?
until
next
wait
now
or
III
United Artists wasn't, having
42-Afieh4ic croups
any.
Clearly,
the
brains
at
UP.'
AS-Period of firm
A - If you expect your 1969
knew a turkey when they saw
47-Shordolo
tax liability to exceed your lii
49-Comilvy of Ash
one too.
SO-Girrs some
III
With a tear im its corporate withholding by $40 or more
52-Sow8 isloml
you may have to file an estieye
Paramount
relessed
"Shaill
54-Ropoes (abr.)
ne" and waited for the bomb to mated tax declaration. Forms
55-Pair abbr.)
and filing instructions are availexplode.
56-fiscopho
Orr000lt •
It did. With shattering effect. able from your local IRS ofl's
croricar
"Shane" became a classic West- fice.
SA-Promo=
requirethe
meet
first
you
Ill
If
ern
and earned as much money
Good tasting
61-Most shah
U any horse opera that ever ment toy filing after April 1
III
Lavoris keeps
113-Proporod hr
declarathe
June
2,
thundered out of a sound stage. and before
pried
mouth healthlii
ier, removes
Finally, and recently, direc- tion should be filed by June 16.
16.114.4115
Ill
Q -= Does an extension of
noseseband
tor Mike Nichols turned out an
114•Sloomesiip
ebbe.)
bege1/1811.
unpretentious little picture tit- time to file excuse a taxpayer
62.Conipos. poiof
led "The Graduate" starring of interest charges on late pay75* Value
• couple of unknown kids, Dus- ments?
III
DOWN
tin Hoffman and Katherine
A - No, interest at the rate
lit
Ross.
1-Dowouroil
2.Poricloollioo
Once again the bosses had a of six percent a year must be
ANA
III
stroke. "What is this?" they added to taxes that are not paid
153-oz. Size
cried, ore something like that. by the filing deadline. However
III $1.15 Value
76.
All they could see was ruin no delinquent filing charge is
III
added when the taxpayer has ..
and disgrace.
Ill
"The Graduate" caught on been granted an extension of
Ill
with young people and current- time to file.
ly is chasing "Gone With the • Q - Can Form 1040X be ts•
Wind" and "Sound of Music" ed to correct a mistake on a
'I
se the most successful boxot 1040-A?
A
Yes.
Form
1040X
(AIII
face picture ever made.
It would seem to prove one mended U.S. Individual Income
thing-there's a world of iff- Tax Return) should be used, to
terence between courage and correct mistakes made by taxpayers filing either Form 1040
or 1040-A.
III
III
To help alleviate meal-time
III
A 12.9 per cent gain in per
social income was shown b) clutter, try relocating seldom
used items from an
Florida in 1968.
under-the-kitchen4ink cabinet
III
Value
99
66
and replace them witfi a pail or
deep dishpan. Half fill this with
hot soap or detergent suds Ill
before serving a meal, to III
function as a convenient Ill
hide-away that solves several III
problems As food is served, put
Ill
each pan or Skillet into the sudsy
II!
water for a pre-soak that mak
•- =
later cleaning easier

COU/sd/

WEDNESDAY - MAY 28, 190

TIMER - MURRAY. !KENTUCKY

t

Colgate NIFP

III

$1.05 Value

Family Size Colgate Dental Cream with

66e

Decay Fighting Power of Gardol plus MIPS

SAVE ON BRAND NAME MOUTH WASHES
Lavoris

Listerine

Colgate
100

Hills germs by
millions on
contact. For
bad breath,
acids and resalient sore
throats.
10-as. else
$149 Value

•

I II

III
• •

3-oz. Travel Size
45e Value

ill
Ill

Flushes away
microscopic,
odor-causing
particles,
controls
mouth odor.
17-em
$1.49 Value

33.

25-oz. She
51.98 Value

Brightens Breath as it
Ultra Brightens Teeth
Personal size
freshens your breath, he.Li
fight cavities.
43*
Value

I II

II
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•
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Ps5r.r-- ROC/Y.','
THERE'S A MAN'S
VOICE COMIN'
FROM AVER
ROOM

Contact ...

Real Estate Agency
206 South 4th Street
Iltr 753-5648 or 753-1390
2

a
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in Bel Air!
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by Al Capp
TRULY- BUT SHE'S'NUMBER
• ONE'S" DAUGHTER:.'-so

NO HARM

MO INTIERFERINE WIT'

TALKIW--

HER SOSI4LIL LIFE111

DEATH TO UN Fred Etatcrick Jr., 17, looks solemn in
--evert- in Painesville. Ohio, as
he is resentenced - a reduction of death in the electric
chair to life in prison in
the May 1967 bayonet slaying of his adoptive father. At
16 he was the youngest ever
to oetupy a cell in Ohio penttentiary's death row.

D_R_O_P

•

ft
4
4

Lil' Abner
"
"
1 MORIINtL

49

4

9 a.m.-9 p.m.
and Sundays
1-6 p.m.

mi•••• ••••■•

Ils

N

hi

This Beautiful Tri-Level Green Brick
Home On S. Doran Road
• 4 Bedrooms
• Carpet Throughout
• Central Heat and Air
• Ceramic Tile Baths
Ready for Immediate Occupancy

Ill

1st
•

le&

FOR SALE

*10

$1.36

Compare Say-Rite's Discount Prices on Hair Care
Wildroot
Hair D

•

I

••
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a

4

•
•

•

4

•
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THE LEDGER
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Ill
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Ill
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'ortable
!evolving
tadio

III

Or portable
'cote biond
a OR a re.
With dial
clay Usage.

115

SS
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HI
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Value
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packed Into
ch Mill canitures, melt.
iii and other
Perfect for
staining or
mil), to the
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III
III
III
III
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By DELOS SMITH

NEW YORK (UPI)-As reNEW YORK (UPI) - When
the Limeliters broke up their cording artist, Leontyne Price
trio in the summer of 1963, the is competing with herself. In
recording industry lost the most 1954 she recorded the Hermit
articulate spokesmen seemingly Songs of Samuel Barber and
last year she recorded Barber's
for all generations.
"Knoxville-Summer of 1915."
Glenn Both
Lou
Gottlieb,
have hit the market at the
Yarbrough arid Alex Hassiley same time, the
former as a refelt they had accomplished their issue of "a legendary perforobjective
as
purveyors of mance."
sophisticated folk music,so they
The new Price recording also
went their separate ways. Only is of two
scenes from Barber's
Yarbrough continued as an artist, abortive opera,
"Anthony and
although Hassilev cut a very Cleopatra,' with
which the
good LP for RCA Victor.
Metropolitan
Opera opened
Now the Limeliters feel the its new opera house. Both
are
time has come for them to make strident without being memorsecond cycle and they have begun able. For that one may blame
it with an album which they call the composer. Unhappily her
"Time to Gather Seeds"(Warner Knoxville interpretation sounds
Bros. - Seven Arts WS 1762). strained
from
overdrawing.
Time has not affected the Barber can't be blamed for that.
compatibility of the Limeliters, (RCA 3062)
as all seven numbers in this
album are performed with unEspecially
when
Eleanor
usual cohesion. It in mostly en- Steber's 'legendary" perforsemble singing even though mance of 1950 is at hand for
Yarbrough and Homilies, break comparison, on the same record
out for solos. What is missing with Miss Price's 1954 singing
is the biting wit of Gottlieb of the Hermit Songs (Odysseywhich made The Limelitenr' early 32166230). Miss Steber holds
Miss Steber holds back, by comLPs distinctive.
The last three numbers - parison; she has emotional lei"Were You in Berlin? ", "The sure to make emotional points.
General" and "A Hundred Men' Barber's lengthy essay for so- contain provocative lyrics that prano and orchestra is flattered.
Jecall memories of the unpleasant But Miss Price's singing of the
past and the uncertain future. Hermit Songs give them a hauntIt is hoped the Limeliters will ing quality; it, too, is at least
stay together for a long time an approximation of "legenas they have something unusual dary:
to offer.
Season before last Hermann
One of their earlier albums,
Prey was the Papageno in the
41tiose Were the Days," has been
Metropolitan Opera s new prore-issued(RCA Victor ESP-4100)1
duction of Mozart's "The Magic
It is interesting to compare this
Flute." It is a pity he was not
record. with 'Time to Gather
retained in the company for
Seeds."
other Mozart roles, as a recording of his will convince you. In
it he sings not only Papagena's
arias, but baritone arias from
"Coal
Fan Tutte," "Don
Giovanni" and "The Marriage
of Figaro," with the Dresden
State Opera Orchestra. Now,
here's a Mozartean singer for
you! (Angel-36481).

FIELD FULLY COOKED

$1.05 Value
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Ill
III
ill
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III

s Breath as It
ightens Teeth
lee Ultra-Brite
our breath, helps

MINI-SKIRTED Princess Anne
eats a jelly bean during a
visit to children at Dunforth.
Scotland, a Church of Scotland children's home.
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Finest

Sliced

- FIELD LUNCHEON MEAT All 6-oz. Pkgs.
Bologna :Twist Loaf - Pickle & Pimento - Liver Cheese
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HOLIDAY INN

69°U

ik.N.•.0

•

111

Theit NATION'S
SON

Say- Rite
Be! Air!
=
==

•No4 available July 1.4. Offer ends Dec 31, 1969.

HYDROX
COOKIES

•Md.

POTATO

Beef

*

Rills

short

Lean Ground Beef

PATTIES 811:7 690'

HAM SALAD
PIMENTO CHEESE
49C

• tr

GOOD ONLY AT.. .
I
Yellow
t
Sweet
PARKER'S MARKET
CORN __ 3 ears 25e
Fresh Red - 6-oz.
ADISHES ____ 5*
CHASE & SANBORN
Seedless - 5-lb. bag
GRP'FRUIT __ 49*
Fresh Crispy - lb.
CARROTS ____ 10*
Washed Red-10 lbs.
*
WITH THIS COUPON
*
POTATOES ___ 490.
•
Good Through June 4, 1969
(
4
MARTHA WHEW

'
b +(

lose. tee151-or,rt4
2 HOLIDAY 1101 NORTH. town. SHY to moos
I. cume to tree beach facilities and 3.golf courses.

59

Zip

MAO

•

•
•

Frosty Acres - 10-02.

CUT CORN

2/35*

PEACHES

Yellow Cling -81
/
4-oz.

2 F°. 49°

Pops-Rite - 91 4-oz. jar

POPCORN

Frosty Acres - 8-oz.

BROC'Ll SPEARS _ 2/39*

2 for 39*.EGETABLE

LIPTON

TEA

'.-lb. box

Box

39

29*

1.1012TENING

CRISC 39_

3-1b.

zoc

-4COUPQN

Dos. Ctn.

4

FOR $1®
C;gthwashing Liquid
KING SIZE

18-ox. Glass 3 FOR $1.0°

39
i.,

.
WITH THIS
COUPON per
Limit1couppn
t

2 RM. 4
E 9°
Red Cross -

-z

E-X Serve 100 ct.

MACARONI & SPAGIPTI
PAPER PLATES _ _W
*CREAM CORN
2 F°R 25e
2:fa 35' piNTe'Y 46-Z89. PEACHES _ _ --

**instal
Vow 'Vest Vacettse boy"

1798 International Speedway Blvd.,Daytona Beach,Florida 32014
PNO.NE(904)255-7456
gostrration can be wade at Any /401111ny Inn Free by calling us on HOLIOEX 24588
HOLIDAY INN,
Seed ommoi'Keil.' latiotitatio. to
INTERSTATE 95
RATIONS SIACN,
FLORIO*

3/89*

MEAT DINNERS _ _ _ _ 39*

-Large # 21 can

Gam-

Morton, Peach & Apple - 20-02.

letdedRia51-6 o'ristyt
Expire 6-7-69

DEL MONTE YELLOW CLING

• --

*All 3 Inns offer free beach and pool facilities of
r nn Oceanside, our resort inn, on the Ocean
Holiday i
.._••••• -far "BEST VACATION BUY", WRITE OR CALL TODAY- .

Plente_____

89*

FRUIT PIES

•

4( Pride °I Min"'

3 HOLIDAY INN WEST. c..t.,

MUM INN IMINVATION Coati

Breaded Chuck Wagon - 16-oz. pkg.

STEAKS

Morton (exc. ham) - 11-oz.
MONARCH DIET FOOD

MARGARINE

SW

iflOttsI on Rost IocstIon to 'impart once' and $tet
jornirt, Cats
91 Augutttne Maroneland,
Keenety Space Center lama, Cahillr,a 'enrol/
greet

Special groans lees accorded to guests of Holiday MRS,
of sports antna
dog racing golf At Daytona International
Spendway U S 91, near Interstate 4

Frosty Acres Cut - 9-oz.

GREEN BEANS _ _ _ 2/39*

8-oz. cup

Dox. 39'

* EGGS

,:;39

Parker's

49t

FRESH COUNTRY

Sunshine

* BLUE BONNET

CHOOSE AMONG THESE 3
HOLIDAY INNS of DAYTONA BEACH 1 HOLIDAY INN. INTERSTATE 95. Nnweit and

by Al Capp

Prml0he-

• KRAFT

AL4
7 NITES • 8 DAYS ,

III
III

I muse or Bar-B-Q

• LUCKY PIES
4( GRAPE JELLY

.
e 11 •1%..--1 •• -.'111•
kesassed
III1G • S PAT OF

FOR THE FAMILY . . . OR
for 2 OR MORE PEOPLE

Ill
Ill

89e

for

(
4
MRS HUBBARD'S'

PL S.

III
Ill

Mix or Match

bag

3-1b.

* •
* CAKE & FROSTING MIX

*

JUST

.94

Large Twin Bag

COFFEE _ _ _

I'll''
111111

lb. pkg.

or

Si(

_ FLORIDA'S

1
49

No. 1

Special Pack

the Jrttet4
Aut4ta -N•adgbt tbgetiter the brass choirs Of the
Orchestra, the
Philadelphia
Chicago Symphony and the
Cleveland Orchestra to record
the antiphonal music of the 16th
century Giovanni Gabrieli which
was written in the Greek modes,
modulations
amazing
with
(Columbia-7209).
This massed six trumpets,
three french horns, five trombones, and two euphoniums.
(For reasons unexplained the second trombone and euphonium
of the Cleveland Orchestra were
omitted.) Such an assemblage
will fill any room and any head
with brassy chromatics and
counterpoint patterned by an
immortal in the trade.

DAYTONA BEACH

Portion

Field's

"f'4,6dairtg

HI

**********

g%

Shk

Butt Portion or Whole 59* lb.

Onc

ii
III

WEDNESDAY- MAY 28, 1984

1
emorial
********* arivale
****.*

CONCERT

POPULAR
By WILLIAM D. LAFFLER.

•a
hoppe

TIMS8 - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

WE SLASHED OUR FOOD PRICES EVEN LOWER!

•me es •
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*

bottleourchased
P ARK E RS-MAR KE T

ithout Coupon King Size

5g0

Bush - # 303

3ci0.4119(t

41(

Chopped & Shredded *
KRAUT _ _ 2/35* *

STORE' HOURS

SUPER MARKET *

1 am to 9 om

CLEAN
REHM *
CONVENIENT

IF YOU MATCH THE QUALITY YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE
•*****************.m.AtcmItx.tcArAtAtmlt.x..u..u..at.atzAt*************Ar

e

••••••

AIR

TER LEDO II IR

SEEN HEARD ... Teen Leader Flora, Hale
ii
Forum Is
Scheduled

•

(Continued Proem Pam Om/
thing, be cm hold on for deer
We.

& TIMRS

MURRAY. KENTUCKY
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WEDNESDAY — MAY 28. 1989
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Regional Welfare
Association Will
Meet At Hoptown

Attend

Murrayana
(Continued-Prom eeee one)
herd of Benton Me and lin.
Ed Morgan of Murray.
Also attending the festivities
on Saturday were Mr. and Mrs
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LONG WAY PROM NOME Dcinald Chell 'left) displays thin
balloon and black box he found on his farm in Grantsburg.
Wis. An attached note reads, "A1S a favor to us will you return to Vandium 'Industries. 257 Nunoa, Iquitos. Loreto.
Peru" County Sheriff Lloyd Erickson irrillMlei and volunteer U.S weather observer Evelyn Larson claim the object
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NOTICE OP BOND SALI
Sealed bids will be received
by the City of Heel, Kentucky, at the (Mike of the City
Clerk, Hazel. Kentucky, until
12:00 Noon, CDT., on June 5,
1989, for the purchase at not
bees than par of as or all of
the herinafter designated bLocks
$180,000 of City of Hazel
IMiterworts and Sewer Improvesat and Refunding Revenue
to be dated as of the
date of delivery and bearing interest from that date, payable
annually on January 1 at own
year, maturing annually on
January 1 in each of the respective years, 1970 through
2009, as set out in the Official
Notice of Sale, lamed pursuant
to KRS Chapter 58, and subject to redemption by the City
an any interest payment date
falling on or after January 1,
1980, upon terms of par plus
accrued interest, without any
redemption premium.
Bidden are required to bid
a cash price of not leas than
par value for the Bonds for
which a bid is made, and to
bid an interest rate in a multiple of 1/8 or 1/10 of 1%, not
exceeding 4-3/4% per annum,
with no more than one interest
rate per block of Bonds being
stipulated by any bidder, provided that bids will be considered cnly fz-ir the followin4
Blocks of Bonds:
1. Maturities,
ALT
.
'
84
79;
.
2. Maturities,
3. Maturities,
1985-89;
4. Maturities,
199044;
5. Maturities,
1995-99;
6. Maturities,
2000-09;
and
7. All of said
$180,000
of Bonds
These Bonds will be secured
by a fire lien on the gross
revenues to be derived from the
Ctty'r waterworks and- sewer system. The Farmers Home Administration has entered into
a Loan Agreement with the
City, pursuant to which the
FHA will submit a bid to purchase said $180,000 of Bonds
at par at an interest rate of
4.3/4% qaer annum on all or on
any one or mare of the abovedesignated blocks of Bonds, provido t.
me -not- tibeei,orttfrom other bidders for the entire issue, or for any of the
above-designated blocks, on the
terms hereinabove indicated.
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These Bands will bear the regular tax-exempt status of municipal bonds.
Bidders are required to make
a good faith deposit by cashier's or certified check in the
amount of two percent (2%) of
the face amount of the Bonds
for which a bid is made; if the
face amount of the Bonds for
which a bid is made is $50,000
or lees, then the good faith deposit must be three percent
(3%) at the face amount cf
such Bonds. Approving legal
opinion will be rendered, without cost to the purchaseer, by
Skaggs and Hays, Attorneys at
Law, Louisville, Kentucky. Delivery will be made within forty4ive days from the abovespecified date of sale. A copy
of the Official Notice of Sale
the Statement of Essential Facts
and other information may be
obtained from the undersigned.
(Signed) W. B. Milstead, Clerk
of the City of Hazel, Hazel, Kentwig.
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Selected singles - "Brother
Love's Traveling Salvation Show
by Neil Diamond (UM 55109),
"Help Yourself" by "Fantastic"
Joe Henderson(Fontana F-1638)
"I Can Hear Music" by The
Beach Boys (Capitol P-2432).
"Goin'Back to Boston "by Leroy
Van Dyke (Kapp K-983), "(sidle
Star Tree by Asylum Choir
(Smash S-2204).
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Maryland.
Carolina,
Canada, Florida. North Dakota, Ohio, New
York, Georgia, California, Texas. and more
have been Presidential family retreats from
seasonal warm or cold weather in the nationid capital.
New Jersey shore places have been summer attractions for Presidents the most times
so far. George Washington. as President,
went to New Jersey for fishing. But it remained for U. & Grant to establials in 1869
a long-run of New Jersey as a favored Presidential playground.
He was persuaded that first summer of

his Presidency to visit Long Branch, an
oceansida resort dating back to 1788.
Real estate promoters exploited opportunity to have Grant as an attraction and offered a gift "cottage" on Ocean Avenue. He
accepted without questions being raised then
of a conflict of interest. (Other cities had
presented houses to heroes of the Civil War.)
Consequently the Grants were at Long
Beanch each summer of his two terms. Tourists glimpsed Grant relaxing on a veranda.
or driving on a beach as fast as a matched
pair could run. He will also seen in a box at
the race track.
Presidents Hayes, Garfield, Arthur and
Harrison followed
Grant as Long
Branch seasonal
residents. McKinley visited there.
Cleveland favored
Jersey waters for
fishing and even•- tually settled at
Princeton. Woodrow Wilson revived Long
Branch as a summer capital in

1914.
- --

CLARK
ISINNAIRD
Grant's house at
Long Branch, as
pictured In Harper's Weekly,
whose editors
deemed it "livery
tasteful and elegant bit of architecture."
Distributed by

King Features Syndicate

Settle ABM
Controversy

WEDNESDAY — MAY 28 Imo
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Relief

Plug for Priesthood
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PHILADELPHIA (UPI) Booths at a recent career show
at the suburban Plymouth Meeting Mall included one depicting
the rewards of Roman Catholic

rhe flying squirrel is equipped to travel great distances, but
prefers to live within an area 01
tour Or Me acres.
•••

priesthood

glitti-lit t
:1151.11.-

By JOHN HALL

Georgia showed a 9 pei cent
WASHINGTON UPI - Gloria pin in personal income in 1968.
controversy thst it is, the antiballistic missile issue in one
Important repot to mo different Senate could throw out Steads'
that Potato Labeling Act of 1969: list of conferees and substitute
It will eventually be settled by men who could be expected to
the cilia& aid he who knows fight the ABM in conference. Bat
that has been done previously
the ries beet will win.
The rules governing the hous- only on two or three occasions
es of Congress, obscure and dry and would almost certainly tail
as they are, can be a symphony if tried this time because of the
if played perfectly. That is one closeness of the contest.
reason why Sen. Richard Russell,
Ma., is the conductor of this Enters Soft, Subtle Passage
particular orchestra. That is why
After the conference, the symSen. Robert Byrd, D-W. Va., may
frequently be seen readingabook phonic movement enters a soft
and subtle passage. The bill,
entitled "Senate Procedure,"
presumably with the ABM money
back in it, is returned to both
Important Movement
houses. A critical question arisTHE "IN" WAY --The Rev.
One important movement of es: Which house acts first on the Linos L. Wierwill's
bulletin
the symphony is the conference conference report?
board carries a real "in"
It is a beautifully orchestratcommittee on the disagreeing
message in New Glarus, Wig.
.votes of the House and Senate. ed section, filled with alternate- It's United
Church of Christ.
ly
subtle
and fiery passages.
In this case, it will be Sen.
But in the end, after all the
John Stennis, fl-Miss., chairman
Alabama is the seventh largof the Armed Services Commi- glamorous words about "first
ttee and a support of the ABM. strike," and "assured destruc- est state easf of the Mississippi
He will send to the presiding tion" and "counterforce capabi- River.
•• *
officer, Vice president Spiro T. lity" pass into history, the ABM
Agnew , a resolution and a pink - like the Potato Labeling Act In
1968, there were an estislip. The resolution states that will be measured by the tough, mated
82.2 million automobiles
the Senate disagrees with the dry language of Jefferson's man- in the
United States, compared
House and authorizes the chair
with 194,000 in 1908.
to appoint the conferees. After
pasczge of that resolution, Agnew
then will pick up the pink slip
and read Stennis' List of conferees.
The Senate can give the con1411 Olive Ilvd.
ference managers all the instru.
ctions it chooses, basically they
— FIR= PICKUP and DELIMIT —
can do what they wish and what
Truly Tine Cleaning
Plaine 713-11112
a majority of them undoubtedly
wish will be the ABM.
Technically. a majority of the
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Lutheran A orld Federation Dr.
partment of 5% odd Service and
its affiliated agencies shipped
More than 75.6 million pouncit
of food, clothing, medicine and
other
goods in
reliefg
Tva
shipments
lue
, 19.
d at

Tb

"Clie'Pe going where the $18,617,103, went to 43 countaction is," said Msgr. Edward ries, according to the Rev.
J. Thompson. director of "Ca- Eugene Reis, 1,111F VP odd Servic4
tions for the Roman Catholic assistant director. lie said there ,
Archdiocese
of Philadelphia. has been a growing emphasis
Msgr. Thompson said the booth on self-help and development
on priesthood was desired to welfare programs but "there is
answer the oft-repeated quest- still a real need for material
ion of what can a priest do to relief supplies in many erner.
gency situations and areas of
help.
endemic need."
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Building problems?
We solve them all!
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A total construction service with genuine StranSteel building systems and Stran• building components. We can build to your exact specifications,
remodel or repair your existing building, and we
can assist with financing arrangements.
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COLLEGE CLEANERS

DOLLAR DAY AT DOLLAR GENERAL STORES

el

EVE.r!Y DAY IS DOLLAR

MEN'S ROLL-UP

DAY AT DOLLAR GENERAL STORES- EVERY DAY IS DOLLA

MEN'S

HATS
•Be prepared for the rain
— just roll this hat up
and carry it in your pocket
•Blue. tan,
yellow,
white and
*Sizes

1% to Pt

Gownsor Baby Doll
•Cotton in colorful prints or
cotton - polyester blends in

*Sizes M, L
Girls sizes
4 to 14

°In

25
27

10
0

—4

Vlcswageu,inc
Chestnut Street Murroy,Kontucky

• ••••,•.110
r•

APOLLO OtIEWmANY No. it's
a chemical worker at Chem,troll's plant in Newport,
Tenn., decked out to super.
vise production of an organic
chemical used au a cattle
feed supplement

SAVE 400

69.

0

30 to 38

winisminst
.44.1•4144
— womb

'Girls' sizes
7 to 14

111••••1111/4

•

SPORT SHIRTS
with pocket
colors

'Good selection

'StiesS. M, L, XL$

2

0

RIGHT GUARD
Man
agers Needed
DE TORANT
Reg.Price
$1.09

4.
rrl

•Ladies' sizes $
ION .111MG•

n
.the

'Cottons and cotton -polyester blends
'Mock turtles, 2 and 3 button plack
models

Other
ladies'
Jamaica%
2 for $3.00,
$2.00,
2 for $5.06

4 OUNCE

Jot
held
Filte
el.

Blouses And Shells

MEN'SSNIT

•Ladies* sizes II to 1$
'Girls' sizes 7 to 14

In Our Fast-Growing Chain of Stores.

Excellent Advancement Opportunities
For Information Write:
Personnel Department
Box 427

Scottsville. Ky. 42164
EVERY DAY IS DOLLAR DAY AT DOLLAR GENERAL STORES

' dolPh

LADIES'& GIRLS'SLEEVELESS

'Smartly styled, casual fashions,
tailored from quality fabrics

MISS BRECIC

Hair Spray
SUPER OR REGULAR`
13 OZ CAN
RI9
Po1riceSAVE430

49,

EVERY DAY IS DOLLAR DAY AT DOLLAR GENERAL
STORES

EVER
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'Mrs,
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Louie
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PERMA PRESS.
CASUAL AND DRESS

•100% cotton in slimming solid colors as well

seem
vert
()Int

0

offering of irregulars and closeouts
from America's best pant manufacturers.
*Oxford fabrics5 scrub denims.
hopsacks and fine line twills.
'Values starting at $3.98.

JAMLAIDEIC
SHO
T RT
as some plaids

IP

13 states, we are famous for our

CASUAL DRESS
AND WORK

Mn
other
Mr.
broth'
City 1

D

•A famous manufacturer
'Many colors and styles to choose
from

.•
•

1

Cc
•in
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(Pete;
Ikons
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Mann
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vert 1
for a
*Mr. S

SWIM WEAR

PANTS

LADIES'

solid shades$

In the beginning, Fother Aloysius Bittrnon bought
a bog.
That was in 1957 when he ioined the staff of St.
Anthony's Indian Mission in Mondoree, North
Dokoto.
Since then, Father Bittmon has gone a long way.
In 30 Volkswagens.
Owning two or three at o time, the Bittmon
staff travels 600 miles per week in each. Over dirt
and grovel roads ond in temperatures that go to
55 below.
A couple of Volkswagens ago, father Bittmon's
'65 broke through the Garrison Reservoir ice.
It was o good time fcir.proying," he said
luckily, one 25.5 pound priest and one 1806
pound bug floated to safety. After tfro ice was
chopped owoy and a quick oil change, the good
father and his faithful componiori were on their way.
He was o bit peeved about the oil change
though.
"It sat the Mission back $1.80," complained
Father Aloysius Bittmon.

FRANCHISED BUILDER

Oh All Day Friday, May 30th

Missouri is also known as the
'Show Me State.••

After 30 Volkswagens,
Father Bittman still believes.

621 South Fourth
Murray,Kentucky

DOLLAR GENERAL STORES

maize

New Jersey is also known as
the "Garden State:"

EDWIN CAIN CONSTRUCTION CO.

* Executive Shirt Service *

OSA, MS

The state song of Maryland is
"Maryland, My Maryland."
CC.

CALL 753-1675
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Hospital Report

fir= adds.
t!entat 046." ta•
all Street
Why los Ms sorbet rime to
the teeth ot no mei adverse
Was, hoe domestic and atm- ADULTS 98
Hardy L Co. says it Is NURSERY 4
MAY 25, 1969
10MHWIlletlaaaeY conditions,
gli_learseatat sllbrts to slow the
Jer
ADMISSIONS
01111MInn the Vietnam War, the
NEW YORK UPI - The clinns Mlle East skirmishing and the
Tremor' Smith, Rte. 3, Murray;
of the 1969 credit squeeze is sow MINS on gold are all secondary
not more than a few weeks - or Mid temporary factors in the Juston Hughes, Rte. 2, Farmingdays - away, says Wright 14. Market. Even if the administra- ton; Mrs. Ilona Wilson, Box 63,
limy Reports."The stockINIZ- tima's efforts to curtail business Hazel; Bennie Spann, 509 Chestkit rewires erm mow to go are successful, we will probsbly nut, Murray; Miss Kay Russell;
tuniei
eye] more severe ui
fla- Box 108, Hazel; Mrs. Grace noegad sew siesay
Oat II is have
tion, and business
eon
mas, 104 Spruce, Murray; Mrs.
will
set ging to get *ring the mut
latrimmiks," Me line lam Lst- to adjust by raising prices, file Margaret Peeler, Rte.1, Murray;
mit Awes from it NOW firm notes. The safest havei. Mrs. Myra Towery, Rte. 2, MurRawls Board indkago Ssainsk- for investment funds wW be sec- ray; Claude Vauglui, 905 Pogue,
seating rate of Arising, to ile unties and other sound equities, Murray; Mrs. Name Lovins,
1415 Poplar, Murray; Amos Dick,
mow supply it notes. Be pre. e company adds.
Rte. 6, Murray:
pared to lapstock at lower pr
by Jame ID, the firm advisee. -:31111-gesket MOM to be
DISMISSALS
testiasted by the twat* lbw_
Over the short term, the an'. Wes of a possible brallikee.
Visimauilmi sue le Roger Joseph, Rte. 2, Karksey;
ket situation looks reasonably
solid, smearing to Indicator N- kLi
.4111111141ed Mrs. Velma Myers, Rte. 3, Murray; Mrs. Bobbie Ferguson, Box
moneisfy
r
afrt
on the
est. Hatisser, the longer view
reveals thst "we are not in a omy, Bache & Co. says. in bolk 211, Murray; Miss Florence Cabrand arm bell market but in the cases, the firm says, "the big shion, Rte. 2, Kirk.sey; Mrs. FlIndian lesstast al agrsat boom." picture is mot yet in lbcus, and orence Olive, Rte, 1, Murray;
Under present ainitions, it is It will be the day-to-day nuances Mrs. Jeanne Williams & Baby
vital to protect against serious that will color investor think- Girl, 904 Story Ave., Murray;
Mrs. Mary A. Welsh & Baby
trosoto "by Placing actual or ing."
Boy, 115 College Crts. Murray;
'Rufus Sanders, '703 Vine St.,
Murray; Willie Glover, Rte. 1,
Hardin, Mrs. Ruble Fulcher,Rte.
3, New Concord; Basil Hutcheng„
Rte, 1, Murray; Mrs. 13essie
Hudson (Expired), (Cony. Div.),
Rte. 2, Hazel:
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Honor Roll At Calloway
For Semester Is Released

WEDNESDAY — MAY 28, 1989

REDEEM ALL 3
COUPONS WITH A
$15.00 PURCHASE

KRAFT

MIRACLE WH

The honor roll for the second lis Beach,
Rhonda Black, Vicki
semester at Calloway County
Bolen, Freda Brandon, Teresa
High School has been released Byerly,
Marsha Conley, Rita
6/ Principal Howard Critten- Cook, Jimmy
Dodson, Barbara
,den. To be on the honor roll, Dulac,
Vicki Gamble, Patty
a pupil must make all A's
Greer, David Hall, Kathryn Har--"sad/or Ws. An asterisk Indies- die,
Sandra Hargrove, Kathy
tea pupils who made all A's.
Hopkins, Edith Litchfield, SuSeniors: Wyonne
Brooks, san McCann, Sherry Mitchell,
Martha Brown, Julia Cavitt, Ri- Nancy
Osborn, Diane Burkeen,
ta Chaney*, Betty Doaelson, DiLisa Perrin, Tares Roach, Debens dridge, Charlotte Harman, bie Kay
Rogers, Johnnie RockRicki Hopkins, Vicki Hopkins, dale,
Glenda Stubblefield, PatTeresa Knight, Johnny Myers ricia Tabors,
and Kathy Thompiller, Tim Morgan, Aileen son.
•
'Palmer, Anita Pendergrass, Melissa Tress, Nancy Williems,
and Susan Young.
Juniors: Ruth Ann Barrow*, Mixed Marine
OSLO (UPI) - There were
Max Cleaver', Jackie Budzko,
Frances Burkeen, Cynthia Coop- 57,504 sailors, including 4.800.
er, Donna Cooper', Katie women-, in the Norwegian merCounts, Gary Crutchfield, Mar- chant marine as of Nov. 1, 1968
tha Dulac, Mary Duncan, according to latest statistics.
Diveyne Fulkerson, Wanda Gar.
Ask John Steven Goodman, DeHall, Carolyn Houston', Barbecue Warning
Mark James, Glenda Kelly, DebALBANY, N.Y. (UPI) - If
by Mathis, Brenda Miller, De- you want food barbecued this
bra Mitchell, Emily Morris, Ka- summer, make sure the cooking
ren Mllby, Betsy Riley, Barbara is done outside.
•
Rose, Terry Stubblefield, SharState health officials warn
on Underwood', Carolyn Ven- that utilizing open flame broilable', and Vicki Windsor.
ing or barbecueing devices inSophomore: Vicki Billington, doors could cause asphyxiation.
Barbara Brittaine, Ray Broach, Charcoal, they warn, generates
ail Burkeen, Jerry Chapman, large amounts of carbon monMaxine Colson, Kevin Cooper, oxide.
David Coursey, Jill Craig, Jim•* *
my Emerson, Tim Fannin*,
Danny Herndon, Patsy Hopkins, Eating, Western Style,
Janie Hughes, Pat Jackson, Bon- Taught in Japan Schools
ita Jones, Mike Kline, Cathy
TOKYO(UPI)- High schools
Maddox, Leal Major, John McNeely, Danny Guy, Ralph Stan- in Japan teach their senior year
ley Scott, Paul Rushing, Pete students how to eat with knife.
Roney, Joan Robinson, Marsha fork and spoon.
In the weeks before graduaRoberts, Donald Peal', Linda
ikubblefield, Kenneth Suitee, tion, schools take seniors to hoPhyllis Ann Turner, Robert Wa- tels for Western-style dinner and
pointers on how to use the
ters, and Judy Winchester. Freshmen: Chris Aune, Phyl- tableware.
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32-ox.

Coupon Valid Nov May 31, 1969
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Ex-Calvert
Couple Die
•In Accident

MURRAY, KRAITUCHY

Chowhound Test
CHICAGO (UP!) - To -find
out how much your dog should ussr
eat you should weigh him, a pet
food manufacturer advises, and
then determine if he's a worker
BENTON, Ky., May 26—W. C.' or a sitter.
A -working" dog -- a rabbit
(Pete) Smith and his wife, Mrs.
hound or.a bird dog, for instance
Ilesne Smith, of Ontario, Calif.,
-- weighing about 70-pounds, will
were killed early Sunday morn- require about the same caloric
automobile
accident at intake as a 150-pound man. acing in an
MansfleW, Mo.
cordingt to the compaity• QiEtke
The cOuple, formerly of Cal- other and, or dog, a 70-pound
vert City, was an route home -sit-around-the-house"
type
for a vacation and a reunion. needs only the calories required
*Mx. Smith was 72 years old and by a 120-pound woman.
Mn. Smith was 50.
* 4*
Mrs. Smith has no survivors
Dutch Car Loans
other than several cousins.
Mr. Smith is survived by five in Sharp Increase
THE HAGUE (UPI) - Credit
brothers, John Smith of Calvert
City Rt. I, Chesney A. Smith of on passenger cars in Holland rose
Benton, Elza Ray Smith of Cal- almost 50 per cent in 1968 to a
vert City, Archie D. Smith of total of about 1.4 billion guilders
Oregon, Mo., and Clarence Smith ($390 million), according to the
&Mound City, Mo.; five sisters, National Statistics Agency.
"'Mrs. W. B. Story of Calvert City
* * *
Rt. 1, Mrs. Guy Phelps and Mrs.
Louie Phelps, both of Benton
Rt. 6, Mrs. Euel Harper of Per- Asparagus Planting
ry, Mich., and Mrs. Andy RuCOLUMBUS, Ohio (UPI) dolph of Paducah Rt. 4.
Asparagus should be planted
Joint funeral services will be with the crowns spacertabout 18
held Wednesday at 3 p.m. at. inches apart in four or five foot
Fllbeck and Cann Funeral Chap. rows, in trenches 6 to 8 inches
el. The Rev. Courtney Fob and deep and covered with 2'inches
&the Rev. Bill Knight will oftlei- of soil.
Wate. Burial will be in Litde
A report released by James D.
Cypress Cemetery.
Utzinger, Ohio State University
Friends may call at Fated horticulturist, explained that at
and Cann after 101 a.m. Tu* least six pare feet of growing
day.
space is required for each plant. 650KIES
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Legs or Thighs
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L 9C PORK CHOPS
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•
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FLORIDA MARSH SUOMI
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6
9
box

49-oz.

LIQUID awe
'
FAB lier
7
.
AJAX

NI WORLD'S BIGGEST statue of Abraham Lincoln goes -irp
In Charleston. Ill . site of the Lincoln-Douglas debate.'It is
66 feet high and weighs eight tons fiberglass and steel
That's the head in foreground.

-
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16`mi.29'
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In Time of Emergency

by Charles M. Schulz

People in Shelter Would Be
On Own, But Could Manage
Persons in a home fallout shelter after a nuclear at- I and placing the container unFor privacy, the
tack would be largely on their own. Unlike public derneath.
toilet could be screened from
would
have
shelters
shelter occupants, those in home
view.
to take care of themselves, and subsist on the supplies
Every time someone uses the
h
ar
a should _pour or
they themselves had previously stocked.
toa
r
bate it a small amount
It is likely that major problems would be managing $
o
household disinfecwater and food supplies, sanitation, fire prevention tant, web as
creosol or chlor(and possibly fire fighting), deciding when to leave ins Meech, to keep down odors
shelter, and perhaps taking care of someone who was and germs. After each use, the
lid should be put back on.
injured or sick.
When the toilet container
Care and Use et Water
Lure of iodine, or I c) liquid needs to be emptied, and outSupplies
chlorine household bleach, pro- side radiation levels permit,
The average person in a vided Ihs label says that it con- the contents should be buried
shelter would need at least 1 tains bypeehlorite as its only outside in a hole 1 or 2 feet
quart of water or liquids per active istredient. For each gal- deep. This would prevent the
day to drink, but more would be lon eif water, use 4 water-puri- spread of disease by rats and
tablets, or 12 drops of insects. If the regular toilets
imeful to allow for washing,
of iodine, or 8 drops of inside the home, or the sewer
etc. Therefore,a rationing plan
might be required in home liquid chlorine bleach. If the lines, are not usable for any
water
is
cloudy, these amounts 111411100., all outside toilet should
shelter to make available
be built when it is safe to do
--liquids last for 14 days. In should be doubled.
There would not be much SO.
communities which continued
If anyone has been outside
to have drinkable water avail- danger of drinking radioactive
able, families could relax their particles in water, as they and fallout particles have colweeld sink quickly to the bot- lected on his shoes or clothing,
rationing plan.
In addition to water stored tom of the container or stream. he should be brushed off before
in containers, there is usually Very few would dissolve in the he enters the shelter area
other water available in most water. Although open reser- again.
homes that is drinkable, such voirs might contain some
When to Leave Shelter
as water (20 to 60 gallons) in radioactive iodine in the first
the hot water tank, in the few days after an attack, this
Shelter
occupants should not
s tanks (not the bowls) of danger is considered minor ex- cone out until they are told by
toilets, and in the pipes cept to very young children.
authorities that it is safe to do
of a home plumbing system_
Care sod. Use of Food
so. Special instruments are
In a time of nuclear attack,
Supplies
needed to detect fallout radialocal authorities may instruct
Food also should be rationed tion and to measure its intenhouseholders to turn of the
sity. Unless the shelter conmain water valves in their carefully in a home shelter, to tains these instruments, occuhomes to avoid having water make it last for at least s 2- pants will have to depend on
drain sway in case of a break , week period of shelter occu- local government to tell them
and loss of pressure in the pancy. Usually, half the nor- when to leave shelter. This
water mains. With the main mal intake would be adequate, information probably would be
valve closed, all the pipes in the except for growing children or given on the radio, which is one
house would still be full of pregnant women.
reason why a
In a shelter, it is especially redio should battery-powered
water. To use this water, turn
be available in the
on the faucet that is located at important to be sanitary in the shelter area.
the highest point in the house storing, handling and eating of
Persons who come out of
to let air into the system, and food to avoid digestive upsets
then draw water, as needed, or other more serious illness, shelter too soon, while the fallfrom the faucet that is located and to avoid attracting vermin. out particles outside are still
at the lowest point in the Be sure to keep all food in cov- highly radioactive, might reered containers, keep cooking ceive enough radiation to
house.
In a home shelter, occupants and eating utensils clean, and sicken or, even kill them.
Fallout particles can be seen,
should drink first the water keep all garbage 'in a closed
they know is uncontaminated, container, or dispose of it out- but the rays they give off cansuch as that mentioned above, side the home when it is safe to not be seen. If unusual quantiOf course, if local authorities go outside. If possible, bury it. ties of gritty particles can be
announce the regular water is Avoid letting garbage or trash seen outside on window ledges,
accumulate inside the shelter, sidewalks, car, etc., after an
drinkable, it should be used,
both for Ere and sanitation attack, assume, that they are
Bow to Parity Water
TORBOTIFL
fallout particles, and therefore
If necessary, clou"suspiciou
stay inside shelter until told it
erEas gency Toilet Facilities
dy
water, such as
swater
is safe to come out.

ge

cuq

•0,4

YOUR FRIENDLY A&P WILL BE CLOSED MEMORIAL DAY

IL I

ALL VARIETIES YUKON CLUB

=

4
;
4
3
11
tor

(
:
4
1.1
.4

from regular faucets or per. , In many home shelters, peohaps some muddy water from 1 plc would have to use emera nearby stream or pond, can. gency toilets until it was safe
be used after it has been pun- , to leave shelter for brief perified. This is how to purify it: j ode of time.
An emergency toilet, eon1. Strain the water through
s paper towel or several thick- sisting of a watertight conmesses of clean cloth to remove tamer with a snug-fitting cover,

e•

dirt and fallout particles, if would be necessary. It could
any. Or else let the water be a garbage container, or a

"settle" in a container for 241 pail or bucket. If the container
hours, by which time any solid is small, a larger container,
particles would have sunk to I also with a cover, should be
the bottom. A handful of clay 1- available in which to empty the
soil in each gallon of water contents for later disposal. If
would
help this settling possible, both containers should
process.
be lined with plastic bags.
2. After the solid particles
This emergency toilet could

have been removed, boil the be fitted with some kind of
water If possible for 3 to 6 seat, especially for children or

minutes, or add a water-pun- elderly persona. The seat from
tying agent to it. This could be a regular toilet could be deeither: (a) water-purifying tached and used or a seat might
tablets, available at drug be improvised from a wooden

stores, or (b) 2 percent tine- chair by cutting a bole in it
T.re Deek -The original
soundtrack tape of "Oliver,"
which won the most Oscar noniinations for 1968, seems to have a
purer sound orr tape than on the

original soundtrack disc. Ron
Moody's role of Fagin, the one
he created in the London
production. appears more alive
and believable (Colgems CG03-
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The information in this
story was furnished by the
U.S. Department of Defense, Office of Civil De1mese, to prepare people
for a nuclear attack and
learn what actions to take
in case on attack should
occur. Local government
authoritiee are responsible
for supplying the public
with snore detailed surv.ea/ instructions for this
area. The information alias
drawn from the OCD publecation "In Time of Emergency" (H-14), which is
available without charge
at local civil defense offices.
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NOTICE TO 1111)01111tS
Soaked proposals for famishWOMEN WANTED to sell the ROOMS for college boys. 1101 ing all labor, materials, equipfabulous Pennyrich Bra. Ex- Oliva. Phone 7552303 after ment and services for constructreenely high earnings, new car 6:00 p. m.
M-25C tion of an Addition to the Muris furnished if qualified. Call
ray-Calloway County Hospital,
McKenzie, Tenn., 1-901-352-261B TWO-BEDROOM duplex. Dish- Murray. Kennieky, will be reafter 8:00 p. in.
11-211-P washer, dlsPosal carpet, range ceived until 2 P. IL, C. D. T.
and air. 3 months old, $110.00.
HELP WANTED . . Amateur Also new 2-bedroom furnished June 3, 1969, in the City Hall,
UAL ISTATI FOR SALE
Council Room, at Murray, at
NOTICE
Messengers to spread the word apartment, $110.00. Both availwhich time all bids will be pub4/E HAVE a large, plush, beauthat
coin-operated
dry-cleanine
able
Phone
June
753-7560.
1.
ELECTROLUX SALES lk SerNOTICE
licly opened and read aloud.
faraiehad mobile home.
machines
are
great
for
cleaning
M-30-C
vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C.
In accordance with Kentucky
Has ceehul hmit and el; wee&
Work consists of a two-dory
M. Sanders. Phone 302-31711, Statutes, Sections 25.195 and skirts, sweaters, jackets. over- THREE-BEDROOM
with addition, remodeling of portions
house
er and dryer, disbisaidir and
June-2C 25.200: Notice is hereby given coats. Little or no pressing
Lrmville, Ky.
living
room,
kitchen
bath
and
carpeting. Luseeleile &ring in
that a report of Final settlement needed. 8 pounds for $2.60 at for three college girls for sum- of existing building site work
a camped hems. Yea oft take
Boone's Coin Laundry, 1308
and related construction and
of accounts was on
THE
MOST
IN
It with pos.
BAILEY PUMP is Supply, 1303
Main Street, Murray.
II-28-C mer or fall semester. All utili- services. Proposals are invited
May
26th.,
1969
filed
by
RayDRY CLEANING
ties furnished. One block from for complete construction inFULLY CARPETED ebedroom
Chestnut announces that they
moo McCuiston, Administrator
University. Call 753-4974 after cluding General Construction,
brick home on Magnolia. Foy
TOMATO PLANTS, all kinds, are going out of business ef- of the estate of E. M. McCuis- WAITRESSES, bus boys and 5:00 p. m.
14-30-P Plumbing, Mechanical and Elecor, den, patio, 1% baths,
FREE
fective June 1, 1980. All merdish machine operators for partton, Dec'd.,
dm? Big Boy, 5t each. Mrs. chandise
heat and air aid 2-car carport.
drastically
reduced.
time
work.
Approximately 30 TWO ROOM apartment unfurn- trical Work.
Paul Dill, 507 Vine Street.
and that the same has been
MILDEW PROOFING
St truly beautiful home, $28.
M.30-C approved
hours per week. No phone calls. ished, also furnished bedroom
M-29-C
by
the
Calloway
CoPlans and Specificetions may
MOTH PROOFING
503.00.
unty Court and ordered filed Apply ColoMal House Smorgas- with kitchen privileges. Lights, be examined at the F. W. Dodge
LOOKING for a home with a
ONE SET metal kitchen eabiTFC water and phone furnished.
NOTICE
to lie over for exceptions. Any bourd, Hwy. 641 North,
Corporation offices in LexingSTORAGE
fireplace? We have one in a
nate with sink and dishwasher,
In accordance with Kentucky person desiring to file any exEach $25.00 per month. Middle ton, Louisville, Kentucky; NashBODY
Repairman
neecl
at
GarIthedroom brick on Stia-Wa.
Ken-Ten
$60.00.
price,
eamplete
Statutes, Sections 23.195 and ceptions thereto will do so on rison
and McD 3ugal Motor age lady preferred. 202 Poplar, ville and Memphis, Tennessee.
'2.95
box
Two baths, central Mr, double
Building Supply, Phone 753- 25.200: Notice is hereby gives or before
phone 759-6173.
1i-28-C Documents will be available
Sales.
Phone
753-6000.
J-2-C
gemele•
M-29-C that • report of final settle June 23rd., 1969 or be forMU.
for examination thru SCAN, a
Insurance
$250
10 ACRES of land ideally mattmeat of accounts was on
ever barred.
MALE OR FEXALE, no exper- THREE-BEDROOM brick, two service of F. W. DodgePhotLocated 117 8. 4th
illS ZIG-ZAG sewing machine
ed for sub-dividing. Hes real
May 26th., 1969 filed by Doro- Witness my hand this 29th , ience necesatiry. We will train baths, air-conditioned. Furnish- ronix, P. 0. Box 26221, Indianla esiiimit. This sewing machine thy S. Mahan, Executrix of the day of May,
East Side of &Fiore
nice 3-bedroom brick house
you. Apply between 2 and 4 in ed or unfurnished. Available apolis, Indiana 46226.
1969.
lilted hems, Monograms, sews Estate of Vennie Ringo StephWM electric heat.
the afteinhon in person. No June 9. Must furnish referenBy
D.
W.
Shoemaker,
Copies of the Contract Docuon tattoos, makes button boles, ens, Dec'd.,
M-31-C
G for an old house with
phone calls. Dan -Castle TFC ces. Phone 753-7745.
County Court Clerk,
ments may be obtained by deplus makes double zig-zag decsitlings and fireplaces?
and that the same has been
Calloway
County,
signs and patterns without at- approved by
AVON CALLING' Increased de- TWO-BEDROOM house, air-con- putting Seventy Dollars ($70.This one has 4 bedrooms and
the Calloway CoKentucky
ditioned, carpet; two-bedroom 00) with Wilthins, Burrows and
tachments. Full price only
beautiful big trees in yard. Near
unty Court and ordered filed
By Dewey Ragsdale, D C mand and newly created terri- furnished apartment, air con- Associates, 448 East High
$36.50. Terms available, 20 year
tories
call
for
more
Locust Grove, $12,500.00.
Representto lie over for exceptions. Any
1TP
guarantee. For free home trial
atives! Serve customers in ter- ditioned, carpeted. Phone 753-- Street, Lexington, Kentucky, for
BUY NOW and pick your carperson desiring to file any exM-29-C each full set. Deposit will be call Paducah 442-8606 collect ception thereto will do so on
ritory of your own. Act at once! 5489.
pet color. Three bedroom, 2
NOTICE
1-2C
For interview in your home, FURNISHED one - bedroom a- refunded upon return of each
baths, control heat and air,
or
before
In accordance with Kentucky
UAL ESTATE POE SALE
complete set of documents in
dishwasher, large den-kitchen
June 23rd., 1969 or be for- Statutes, Sections 25.195 and write or call: Mrs. Evelyn L partment, $60.00 per month. good condition within 10 days
LATE MODEL Singer Style-0Brown,
Avon
combination, $24,000.00.
Mgr.,
Dist.
440,
No
ever
barred.
children, no pets. Phone after bid opening. Not more
ONE, three-bedroom brick htatic in nice cabinet. Makes
25.200: Notice is hereby given
58 ACRES under good fence. home on the corner of Park button holes, sews on buttons,
Witness my hand this 26th., that a report of Final settlement Shady Grove Road, Marion, Ky. 753-5043 after 4:00 p. in.
than four (4) full sets of docu42064. Phone 965-3363.
3-bedroom brick borne. Lane sod Catalina Drive, price monograms, blind hems, mates ,day of May, 1969.
of as•counts was on
.111suy at $21,000.00.
H-M-30-C FURNISHED apartment, also -manta will be furnished to each
By D. W. Shoemaker,
reduced from $221,500.00 to all fancy decorator designs. No
May 28th., 1969 filed by Hugh
private sleeping rooms. Mrs. prime bidder. Not more than
70 ACRE FARM 2 miles from $20,600.00.
Count/ Court Clerk,
attachments needed. Just seL Houston, Guardian for VirFred McClure. Phone 753-6044. one (1) full set will be furnishUniversity. Good alb-division ONE, three-bedroom brick at lect and sew. 10 year guaranJOBS
SUMMER
Calloway County,
ginia Giver Houston Perdew,
location. Has extra nice Wick 1635 Catalina Drive with ctn. tee. Pay final balance of only
a-29-1) ed to each sub bidder for meisninehy
a Minor,
chanical and electrical work.
several jobs for
have
We
home with den, firepiace, 2 tral heat End air, built-in range $57.12 or monthly payments of
1.1y: Dewey Ragsdale, D C
And that the same has been men and women 18 and over. THREE-BEDROOM trailer, 10' Partial documents will be furbaths. Approximately 20 acres and oven, sent-to-wall carpet- $4.17 each. For free home trial,
11? approved by the Calloway Co-Scholarship program for stu- wide. 1% baths, all electric. Call nished to any bidder at a nonin timber. Would make beauti- ing, $20,500.00.
call Paducah 442.8806 collect.
unty Court and ordered filed dents and teachers.
Brandon Dill 753-2930 after refundable charge of one dolful building sitee.
N
Of
I
C
J-2-C
to Lie over for exceptions- Any
4:00 p. m.
M-30-C lar (81.0Q) per sheet foa draw157 ACRE FARM Southwest of WE ALSO HAVE beautiful
in accordance with Kentucky person
Learn how a large comdesiring to file any eaings and ten cents (10() per
Lynn Grove. Ideal stock farm building lots in Plainview Ac- 1967 HONDA 305 Scrambler. Statutes, Sections 25.196 and
2-BEDROOM
duplex. page for specifications.
operates, starting with NEW
with barn, well, ponds and the res Subdivision with water and Excellent condition. Must sacri- 11.200: Notice is hereby given eeption thereto will do so on pany
r before
the order department, all the Stove and air-conditioner. Phone
Bid bond in an amount equal
*rice Is only $20,000.00.
sewer, curb and gutter, in city fice! Also mans and womans that a report of Final seta
M-30-C to five percent (5%) of the bid
June 23rd., 1989 of be forway up to management train 7034931.
REAL ATTRACTIVE 2-bedroom school district, price ranging helmets. Phone 762-4448. M-25P of accounts was on
ver barred.
ing. These jobs can become
shall be submitted with each .
modified A-Fname cabin al from $2200.00 to $3800.00. No
May 26th., 1969 flied by RayWitness my hand this 20th., full time after summer.
Performance
and
UTHECIO, The Netherlands proposal.
Lakeway Shores. Living room- town payment, small monthly TWO YEARLING fillies. One mon McCuiston Administrator
or May,.
barrel and game mare, one of the estate of Robert F. McPayment Bonds of one hundred
(UPI)-Holland's
kitchen combination with built- payments.
agticultural
By D. W. Shoemaker,
$135.00 and up to start
exports rose from a value of percent (100%) of the contract
in stove. This is a real good buy ALSO beautiful lots in Pano- pleastue pony. Hackney pony Cuiston, Dec.,
County Corl Clerk,
at $10,600.00.
3.79 billion guilders ($105 bil- price are required. Bids must
rama Shores, nine miles from stud. Horse trailer for sale.
And that the same has been
Calloway County
M-29-C approved by the Calloway CoON CATALINA. An attractive Murray, price ranging from Phone 759-1348.
lion)
in 1%0 to 6.6.5 billion be good for 60 - days followCall
Merit
Inc.
Kentucky
ing the opening of bids. Rev
3-bedroom brick with 1% baths, $750.00 to $200000. No down B-MODEL Allis Chalmers trac- mity Court and ordered flied
guilders
($185 billion) in 1 4)68.
By Dewey Ragsdale D C
enue bonds must be sold before
Louisville 1-584-8334
central beat and air, den, din- payment, mull monthly pay- tor, with dim, plow, cultivator. to lie over for exceptions. Any
IT,
contract is awarded.
ing room, lots of cabinets and ments.
Good condition, $175.00. Phone person ch. 'ring to file any inLexington 1-606-255-9321
The City of Murray, Kenfpuilt-ins in kitchen. Has out- 97 ACRE FARM eleven miles 436-2336 after 6:00 p. m. M-30-P ception thereto will do so as
tucky and the County of Callo
side storage building. Owner east of Murray, near Liberty
or before
June-8-C
CITY OF MURRAY business
way, Kentucky reserves the
left town and needs a quick Church with a three-bedroom FOR ALL your uniform needs June 23rd., 1969 or be for- privilege and vehicle licenses
right to reject any or all bids,
de. Call us on this.
house partly finished. Price In the Hoover or Gilson line, ever barred.
are due. May 31st is the last
wedve informalities and negotAUCTION SALO
Witness my hand this 2130., day to purchase your license
call 753-3593. Mrs. James With- WE HAVE some choice lots in $16,000.00.
iate certain items with the apPine Bluff Shores. From $525.00 8 ACRES- 1% miles ead of Au- erspoon, 301 South 8th St.
day of May, 1969.
without penalty. A 10% pen-/
1
4
;;Jr_i
CTION SALE, Thursday, May
parent qualified best bidder.
up. Lake front, Like view and rora, Kentucky near the lake,
By D. W. Shoemaker,
M-30-C
alty will be added June 1st.
0:00 a. m. at the White
THE CITY OF MURRAY,
hill top.
64,000.00.
County Court Clerk,
Grocery,
House
1608
W.
Main
M-28C
KENTUCKY
2% ACRES beautifully wooded FOR ANY of your Real Estate 1% ACRE LOT with pod well
Calloway County,
Street.
Will
sell
all
stock
and
THE COUNTY OF CALLO-.
THE MURRAY Drive In Theat- groceries, cosmetic line, glazbuilding site on Pottertown needs see FREEMAN JOHNSON and outhuilaings;-good 10'-x 55'
dentacky
house trailer. Sell reasonable
WAY, KENTUCKY
Realtor, or call 753-2791.
Road, $2500.00.
By Dewey Ragsdale D C re will hold the annual fire- ed pottery, watches, electric
By: J. Field Montgomery,
eCALL US about a home site in
J-3-C Phone 753-8028 after 5 p. m.
1TP works display, Friday, May 30. clocks, all canned goods, camJr., Administrator
M-30-C
Atiherwood Forrest. We have lots
M-30-C eras, all'appliances, self service
ONE YEAR OLD, three-bedroom
THE MURRAY
CALLONo. 10 and 11.
WHITE OAK fence posts. Call
BELTONE factory fresh hear- Frigidaire deep freeze, stainless
WAY COUNTY HOSPITAL
IN CAMELOT Subdivision we house. Carport, large den, cen- 436-5488.
steel
upright
deep
freeze,
M-30-C
steak
ing aid batteries for all make
NOTICE
M-14-21-28
have lots 3, 6, 7, 12, 14, and 16. tral heat and air, fully carpettenderizer, meat grinder, meat
In accordance with Kentucky hearing aids, Wallis Drugs.
TWO ACRES of land with near- ed. Transferable Loan. Reason- HONDA 50, 350 actual miles.
block,
scales,
drink
box,
10
ft.
subdivision.
Bagwell
price.
able
H-1TC
ly new stone borne on East
Price $140.00. Phone 753-1970. Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
VACATION REPARATION
McKrag meat case, food taper,
M-29-P
Highway, Three bedrooms, den- Phone 753-8308.
11-30.0 25.200: Notice is hereby given EZELL BEAUTY School will be carts, electric fans, cash registhat a report of final settlekitchen combination, basement. IN CIRCARAMA a good brick
dosed from Friday, May 30 ter. If you need any groceries
ONE OF the lament, nicest du- borne with three bedrooms, a 8' x 48' MAILER, carpeted, ful- ment of accounts was on
BRADFORD, England UPI through Wednesday, June 4.
for the holiday weekend, don't
ly
furnished,
good
May
26th.,
1969
died
by
condition,
W.
plexes in town. Each unit has study, 14 baths, large livingThe City Council gave Arthur
miss
this
sale.
Wilbur
Farris,
No.
8,
Shady
Oaks
Alonzo
Forrest,
Administrator
Trailer
Court,
3 big bedrooms, Large closets, dining room, kitchen, utility and
Chew a rented car for the weekowner, Terry Shoemaker, Auc1140-P of the estate of Sheltie Cooper WE WILL CLOSE at 10:00 a. m.,
in kitchen. An excel- carport. Near shopping center phoebe 753-7235.
end
after its workmen ground
tioneer.
M-28-C
Collins, Dec'd.,
Friday, May 30 and be closed
lent investment while you live and priced reasonable.
up his plans for a vacation.
Marlin
rifle,
and
BRAND
deer
that
the
NEW
same
has
been
until
Monday,
June
2.
U
you
WI comfort.
THREE NICE LOTS in Camelot
Laborers dug a 10-foot deep hole
lever action, .35 caliber. Reason- approved by the Calloway Co- have any rush freight, please
ATTRACTIVE 3-bedroom house Subdivision.
at the end of Chew's driveway
girl
the
If
BREWS
SHAKEUP
4356442.
unty
Phone
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Hit Series
Often Needs
A Facelift
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THI LID01111 lb
Mrs. Cleo Courtney Brent: two
daughters. Mrs. Perry Andrus
of Farmington and Mn. Eva
Gargus of Akron, Ohio; One eon.
Coy Brent of Farmington; one
sister, Mix. Lithe Harp of Milburn; eight grandchildren and
sine great-grandchildren.
,
Funeral services will be conducted at 2 p.m. at Roy M

Ben Brent,75,
Sedalia,Dies
LOWES, Ky., May 26 — Ben
Met. TS, a resident of Sedalia.
id Sunday at 6:If p.m. in Mayfield Hospital. He was a retired
maintenance worker.
H. is survived by his wife,

WEDNESDAY — MAY

MURRAY. idNTUCIT

TIMIS

LAws Funeral Chapel. The Rev. R. L. Dotson and the Rev. James
Shockley will officiate. Burial
will be in Milburn Cemetery.
Active pallbearers will be Billy
Beadles, Dick Castietnan, Robert Earl Cates, Billy Cesar.
Harlan Malone and James Hason.
Honorary pallbearers will be

NOW YOU KNOW
011ie Cooley, Earl Mayfield, ArAbout 43 million tons of dust
lie Bmedlove, Dewey Cates, T. by United Press IM•nistioisal from natural and industrial sourThe portrait on the largest ces settle each year over the
P. Ray, Byron Boyd, Horace
treasury note, with a face value United States, says the EncycloWilford and Hoyt Mangum.
Friends may call at the fu- of $500 million, is that of Pre- pedia Britannica.
sident William McKinley.
neral lose.
•••
The manufacture of cigarettes
E.uc na was the ancient in the United States began in
A dromedary .• a one-humped
Roman goddess of childbirth.
camel.
Durham, N.C. shortly after the

end of the Civil War.
•••
The aardvark is a large, nocturnal burrowing mammal of
Africa.
•••
The world's first electric
street car was operated in
Montgomery,Ala., April 7, 1885.
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By RICK DU BROW
HOLLYWOOD UPI.Maintaining a hit television series over
the years eben requires a liceaeries
lift br a show.
retuning eateasealaveatmgone braid sergery. aid seastaws be Waft problems leaked are Nadler le these ant
awf sempley perammil director
meld imilmeilmel.
lam years leek, for instance,
"Gasieeker" seemed to be in
real treads tam Deals Weaver the leaned "Closter" of the
stag - .decided he had wage
• IM Rart and gilt.
Aber cerdel screeds& a M.
low lamed Km Curtis was prometed Mb prominence on the
MOIR; Sad now his role of
"Fates" Mt Made audiences
forget Chester.
"I Love Lacy" was one of
video's all-time bits, but Ibis
the star, Lucille Ball, aad her
co-elsr — her husbead Dad As.
as broke %), there were these
who weedered whether the onde*.
dimes amid meatain her pew
larity. She has, ot cOOrse,In aul.
eral arab= as her original
series, /gglialag the leteashiich Meares Mr cididres by.
Andy Grab gilt his albs
this past sessa, bet Medial
selection of a new leadde• Neell„
as
Ken Berry - and —j'
the other characters - have lapt
the show going succeireedlym.
der its tresii title: "Mayberry
- R. F. D."
"The Virginian" has had its
cast changes, as I can attest
ver personally. Several months
ago, I was sold a cable television
=tract for my sets at lime
by a =lama who tented out to
.
'lar a "The Yirglam" He,
&beg with ethers, is out of the
program, bet it keeps roiling
along.
Jackie Gleason's series has
had severe tips and downs, as
the comedian himself admits with
his customary frankness. The
high points of the series Mariably have been related to the
meter appearances of Art Carney as Gleason's pal in "The
Honeymooners" segments. Whenever the show has relied an
straight variety, the difference
has been all too clear, and Carney's presence sorely mimed.
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34-Pc Set

Memorial Day Only
limit: I Per Customer
ONLY

WAYNE NEWTON. . . Somewhere ety
Love • NAT RING COLE. . . Stay As
Sweet As You Are • TENNESSEE ERNIE
FORD ... Se Mach It Harts Me • And
Many, Many Mere!
Over lent.
Choose From!

tv\ELMINE

DINNERWARE

'21.88,

'1.57

100

AMBASSADEUR s000

one per
22- cut, R•coo customer
Starter, 3' Mugs
and Stratton Engine.
Bull
Handl*, lock Fr** Wheels. Horn
— ONE DAY ONLY —

Asa,/sterna
In Carry Horns Pack
8 Dinner Plates
8 Cups
8 Saucers
Cereal/ Soups
1 Veg. Bowl

ONE DAY ONLY
MEMORIAL DAY
Friday, May 30
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WREATHS AND FLOWERS
20-Inch, 12-Panol

MEMORIALDAY
Remember
Your
Loved Ones

.BEACH BALL
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24-Inch Boll
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DISNEYVINYL

WREATHS

Clewelend Attendanee
CLEVELAND (UPI) - The
Cleveland Browm were the only
N ational Football League team
fans
to draw over half a million
The
to 1968 home games.
528,057 fans who showed up,
however, represented a decrease
previous
of 16.750 from the
seems.

P•
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77c
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Potted Arrangements
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12-oz. Can with Pull Top Opener

Waal for Picnics
and Partied

The honor roll for the last
SEX weeks at the Lynn Greve
Elementary School has been released as follows:
eth Grade — Donna Adams,
Gay Howard, Randy Hatehees.
Dine Miller, Lou Ann Moab,
Tannny Overby. Sammy Tacker, Gail &isothermal, Pam Todd,
Pat Webb, and Janet Murdock.
5th Grade — Pat Adams,
Stanley Anderson, Kathy Calholm, Hal Crouch, Karen Darnell, Carl Doran, Keith Griffin,
Minds Hurt, Kathy Jackson, Rote Kimbro, Peggy Potts, Lama
Rogers, Terry Rogers, Gail
Sheridan, Terry Vance, and Regina Windsor.
6th Grade — Lloyd Anderson, Donna Barrer, Vicky Butterworth, Mack Harris, Lallhea
Miller, Thomas Murdock, Don
Nance, Marketia Orr, Ralph Rogers, Danna Tucker, Anthony
Webb, Randy Winchester, Cmday Roller, and Cathy Futrell.
— Phyllis
Grade
7th
Adams, Jesse Darnell, Sharon
Darnell, Debbie Elkins, Paula
Foy, Vera Herndon, Grey Howard, Regina Lockhart, Dennis
Norris, Randy Redden, Zandra
Illerris, Terry Sheridan, Melia
Spann, George Taylor, Melinda
Taylor, Steve Towery. and Tommy West.
8th Grade — Byron Roller,
Connie Underhill: Cliff Key,
Janey Kelso, Brenda Kelso,
Vicki Humphreys, Patti Cooper,
Sarah Calhoun, and Carol Bailey.

#1,

SHASTA DRINKS

KODACOLOR

COPPERTONE

BANLON

Lynn Grove
Honor Roll
Is Announced

••
•

Prices Slashed on Quality Merchandise For Our
Big Memorial Day Celebration ... Save on Outdoor Living Items, Graduation Gifts, Fathers Day.
It's Big K's Once-A-Year Event... Here Are Just
A Few Bargains... Be On Hand When The Store
Opens Friday Morning!
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